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It is said that 1979 will be the year of the Community and that 1928 has been the
year of pr€paratlon lor its revival,
I should describe the coming year as the turning polnt for the Community.
We are in the grlp of a world crisis and none ot the areas attected has yet
succeeded in getting the better of it, tackling its causes or linding ways of
overcoming loday's  grave economic and social imbalances. lf the Comm-unity  does
not take a positive slep towards integration  and make a combined  effort to think
and act in European  terms, we may lose all momentum and find ourselves
powerless in the teeth of the crisis. Indeed,  we may lose so much ground that our
achievements  could start to disintegrate.
We must never be atraid to say that nationaljsm  and proteclionlsm exlst In our
countries  as well as elsewhere. we must never be afraid to warn that the orisls
could get worse.
I see my first two months ol Chairman in 19Zg In the followlng  light. The Economic
and Social Committee has helped to revivg a European Gommunity in which the
national governments  are resolved (a) to coordinate their efforti in pursuit of
stabllity and economic  recoveryr especially  in their relations  with the cieveloping
countries and in connection with the dralting  of a new convention  ot Lom6 ano rb-i
to ge-t employment  rising again so that the figure of more than six mifiion jobress'iri
the Community falls back or at least stops increasing.  But there are grounds for
fearing that the situalion  may deteriorate dramatically, given the cutbac*s  In output
in crisis-stricken  industries  together  with the impact oJ the investment which will
have to be poured into sectors reeling under the elfects of stiffer international
competilion  from countries with, for instance, lower credit and labour costs.
I would not want to appear too optimistic  about the results but I have been
following in my predecessors' lootsteps by making every endeavour over the last
two months to see that the Economic  and social committee not onry derivers a good quantity of Opinions and delivers them on time (although this ij lmportant),
but above all produces a quality product.
All our Opinions,  but I shall mention a tew In par cular, may be considered  to
constitute  a positive  contribution  towards  reviving the European community  (alsoin terms of quality) and effectively creating a new Europo or' as I have put lt
"i.r*nui", 
'Europe'2'. I would singie oul our Opinions on the. European Monelary
svstem and its impact on the comtion agricultural  policy, albeit brief and drawn up
,ioli tn" utg"n"y procedure, the opinion  on lhe econo.mic- situation (once again
tne Worfers'-e  rojp'voted  en b/oc against the Opinion), the-Opinion on the cultural
iector  anO the Opinion approving 
-Greek entry into the Community  (which was
Ouiiu"rul in time Jor the Commission to take it into account  before the oonclusion
;the negotiationg)  and the Opinion on the industrial  reslructuring  programme'
over the last two months  work has been in progress on the revision (for the time
o"lng iii purt only) of the Rules of Procedure'  Soon, however' the Rules will have
io 
' 
6e 6tpf "t"iy 
revamped  as regatds Committee proceedings' priorities'
inffr"n"" of individual  members in theii capacity as ropresentatives of Groups and
economic and social Interosts,  and publicity  ot proceedings'
Anothelimportanraspectwhichwomustcontinuetokeepinviewistheimpactof
our Opinions on Commission  proposals and Council decisions'
Lastly, we must review and strengthen our coltaboration with the European
F"iliii.r.r"nt,  which will find our work 
-and our representativeness invaluable once it
is directly  elected.
Even in thls short period ot two months the committee has strengthened ils links
with outslde institutions and public opinion' Indeed, a constant effort is being
maae to set up a lruitful dialogue with the Community Instltutions and the public at
large,
What with the accession of new Member States and relations with the developing
countries  and the other maior world areas, we shall be actively  making  contacts
and en,:ouraging  initiatives which are designed  to provid€ us with the data we
need in ordei td understand conditions in areas outside the Community'  This is
necessary  il we are to bg able to produce good worK'
In a mc,dern democracy, which is pluralistic (not only on ttre political plane)  and
characterized by parliamentary sovereignty, the representatiYes  of economlc  and
social interest gloups must be seen as active patticipants'
There itJ a long way to go before this will come about' Sometimes the truth of this
aiilm is 
"c"e-pted'only-hesitantly, 
if at all, but we musl not be discouraged'  The
Economic and social committee exists to contribute, by playing its allotted role'
towards, building a European  Community which will progressively  grow into a
siiong i:"tturaf, Jconomic and social reality, capable of making its influence felt on
the world stage.
Fabrizia Baduel  Glorioso
ChairmanIt may well be thal in the distant future lhe year 1978 will have proved itself as a
turning point in the history of the European  Community.  While 197S and 1976 were
the years of the recession and 1972 the year for hotding on, the presenl year can,
in Community lerms, bo described  as one generating  hope and confidence. This
does not mean that the Community's  problems are-in iny way solved or even
reduc€d: unemployment,  inflation, structural change in industry,  food surpluses,
are still with us.
But the determination of the member  govornments and ths evsr-growing conviction
among the citizens ot Europo that these problems must be tackted  join y within
the Community gain6d significant impotus, The evidence is that the most
far-roacfiing declslon has been taken: to set up the European monetary  system,  to
create a European  curroncy unit, to set in motion the idea of transferring  resources
from the strong lo the weak. For years, these targets have been sot as distant
goals: now, ws have moved iowards making them reality,  Despite the hesitations
and the bargaining on the safeguards which  ar€ bound to continuo for some  time.
a slep on the road towards greater European integratjon has been tak6n.
The Economic and Social Comrnittee has been making and is making its
contribution  which  is acknowledeg€d. The committee's  place as th6 titth institution
of the Community, although officlally lt does not have that rank, is no longet
challenged,  Indicative  of this influence was the composition  of the 'Committet of
wise men'proposed in the first instance to study the problems the Community  will
face with the enlargement.  lt was to consist of the presidents of the tollowing
institutions:  Councll of Ministers,  Commission, European parliament  and th-e
Economic and Social Commlttee. Although this proposal  was late, abandoned  in
place of quita a ditferent formula,  the role accorded to th6 Committee  remains
signilicant.
This year's annual report of the Committee's activities is a description  of how lhe
economic and social groupings in the Member  States have contributed to the
Community's  progress*how they have influgnced its legislative  procedure.  The
steady groMh of the Committee's influence and volume of work over the years  was
marked in 1978 by the celebrations  ot its 20th anniversary in May. lt was an apt
occasion to recall its more modest beginnjngs, ths early years when jt met tor a tew
plenary sessions and produced  less than a dozen  opinions per year, and compare
them to the stage of developmenl the Committee has now reached. tt was also a
reminder of the important tasks which tace the European  Communities in the near
Juture. In completing  these tasks the Committee has an important  rote and must
make a practical contribution to Community docision-making. Today, these
deJisions  are pafticularly ditticult to make, but they cannot be put otf. Th€ six
million unemployed-at a time whon inflation is still excessively high_is a
symptom of the gravo crisis with which Europe is stricken. lt is cleai to all that in
order tor the economy to gain renewed  impetus our starting point must be the
introduction of a European  currency and the creation ot an afea of monetary
stability within  an acceptable social framework. But that is not enough.  The policy
of structural  reform and conversion which  are prerequisites for economic recoverv
requires a broad agreement on objectives and a willingness to pull together. In
this endeavour the economic  and social forces of Europe will make their weight
felt.
Basil de Ferranti,
outgoing  PresidentChapter I
Role and intluence ot lhe Economic  and Soclal Commlllee
XXth ANNIVERSARY
Thers were a number of major Committes events in the year under review.  One ot
the highlights was the lormal session of g0 May 1979, marking the twentieth
anniversary  of the Commiltoe's establishment.
Tho dlstinguished audience at the formal session included Mr Geens,  Betgian
Minister of France, and Mr Spitaels, Belgian Minister for Social Affairs,  presidenrs
of the Instilutions, members  of thB Commission,  the Heads of the permanent
Representations of the Membor Stat€s of the Community, Ambassadors from the
associated Alrican, Caribbgan and Pacific States, Secretaries-General  ot ths
European Institutions and the Presidents and the Secretaries-General  of the
national Economic and Soclal Councils, as well as the presidents and
Secretaries-General of numerous  European  and naiional interest groups.
The speeches  were intersp€rsed with a programme of music by pachelbel, Coretto,
Vivaldi, von Maldere, Elgar and Beethoven provided  by the Solistes de Liege and
the Choirs of the European  Community,  directed  by Jean Jakus.
Silver and bronze medals wera presented to those Committee  membrs who had
been in office since 1958, to tho former Chairmen,  to the former Secr€tary-General
and to staff members  with twenty years'service in the Committee.
The opportunity  was us6d to review the Committee,s track record and pinpoint its
current role.
In a statement, the Committee Chairman, Mr Basil d€ Ferranti declared  that the
conviction  on which the Committee was founded was that the organized economic
and social forces which make up the European Communlty,  the ,constituencies' of
the Committee, should be able to press lheir views through  an institution  ot their
own. Political democracy and the fr€edom that is won through the ballot box was
the first bulwark of our European society. But economic  and social  democracy, in the modern world, was also necessary. We look forward to the further
strengthening ot this remarkabte  Assembly.The 144 members of the Commiltee. seated here as individuals  in their personal
capacities, would be lost without the extensive and elaborate support given by the
organizations in the Community  and in the Member States,  he said. Just reading a
list ol these organizations helps to build up a mental picture of what representation
entails in an economic and social democracy. lt does not add up to a machine for
decision-making. Ours are organizations  of people  representing  many millions of
people and retlecting the wide range of their lears and ambitions.  Our iob as
counsellors is to bring people together  and establish those personal relationships
which is the only way to ensure that there is a two-way flow of communications
between you and Brussels.
The Pre$ident  of the Council,  Mr S. Auken, said that over the last few years the
Community had changed. This was due in part to the broadening  of lts activities
where  many new fields opened  to it, such as environment, education or energy. On
the other hand, current world problems such as inflation or unemployment directly
influenced the Community. lf the Community  had changed, so had the work of the
Commilteg.  The Council was making greater use ot tha optional  consultation
procedure.  This was in itself some sign of the imporlance which the Councll
attaches  to lhe Committee's advice and of the value it places on the Committee's
Opinions.  Anolher indication  ol the Council's great appreciation  was to be found in
the recognition  ol the Committee's  right to issue Opinlons on its own initiative.
With this provision, which had been used skilfully, the Committes  possessed all
the instruments  needed to play its part as the consultative forum. As to the coming
years, it seemed that the Committee would have a very substantial  part to play,
because of the nature of the challenges  now facing  the Community  as a whole. The
Committ'le,  combining  as it does, a wide range of skills and interests, was well
placed to provide the Community institutions  with the advice, encouragment  and
stimulation which they will need to match  up to these problems.
The Commission's representative said that the importance  oJ the Committee had
grown steadily since its inauguration in 1958, and especially  $ince the first summit
conference of heads of state and government in Paris ir October  1972. The
Committee's  Opinions had often been of great value to the Commission,  for
inslance the annual Opinion on the Social  Situation, the impr)rtance ot which had
grown ir recent years with the increasing  gravity of social issues, which were
reaching  into other areas oJ Community policy: in the lirst place there was the
issue of mounting unemployment, particularly among young  people, and, secondly
the issue of inflation and the consequent increasingly unequal distribution  of
income iand wealth. The Commission  looked forward to a continuation of the
construci.ive  coooeration of the Dast.
The Committee's  relations with the Parliamenl are ol special importance.  The
Parliament's representative recalled that unlike those countries in which an
Economi,3 and Social Council  may give advice to the Parliament, the Committee
does not act as an advisory body to the European Parliament. Nonetheless, since
their inauguration twenty years  ago, both Parliament  and the Committee have been
prepared to exchange inlormation  on their work and links have slowly but steadily
been forged between the two institutions.  In recent years a pragmatic  relationship
had been established which took two forms, First, a more balanoed distribution  of
the Comrnittee's  documents to members  ot Parliament had b€,en ensured. Second,
evidence was laken Jrom Committee Rapporteurs on certain  of its Opinions at the
request of the appropriate Committees  of the European  Parliarnent.
10As lo the definition of the relationship between the two institutions,  it could be
said that Parliament is a Jorum for the exchange of political vlews on all issues
connected with the activities of the Community.  The Committee provided  a
platform tor leaders trom the economic and social sphere who are direcfly
interested  in th€ formulation and application of common  policies alfecting thei;
fisld of activity. This led to the conclusion that the specialist  consultative lunction
of the Commiltee is complementary to the generalist, supervisory and consultative
functions of Parliament.
REAPPOINTMENT OF THE COMMITTEE
The expiry of the tifth four-year term was another milestone. On 19 September  the
Gouncil appointed  45 new members and confirmed gg in olfice. The inaugural
session of the slxth term was held halt way through  October. Mrs Fabrizia Baduel
Glorloso was eleclod chairman tor the next lwo years. This was lhe first time that a
woman  had been given the chair of a Community institution.
ln her inaugural address,  Mrs Fabrizia Baduel Glorioso said:
'ln front of us lie two difficult years. In order to ensure its very survlval, the
Community  is going to have to tackle three issues  at the same time:
(1) the problem of strengthenlng the Community internally;
(2) the accession of three new Member  States;
(3) the renewal of the Lom6 Convention and, on a more general  plane,  relations
with the Mediterranean and developing countries.
The political decisions  which have already been made, but which have to be put
into effect in a short space of time are an inheritance which has to be dealt with
and put to the man in the street when the European parliament is elected by direct
sulfrage in Jung 1979.
In my view, rather than presenting  the electorate  with a review of the past, the
political parties ought to submit detailed  programmes as to how the second-stage
Community (Europe 2?) should be made up, with the prime objective of bringing
Eurooe  out the crisis.
These deadlines mean that we are going to have to think about glving our
Committee a more active and incisive role. lsay acfiya becausg we should
conlinue to debate and express  our views on the wide range of topics on which we
are consulted or which we take up on our own initiative. But our work must also be
incisive. Opinions must be delivered quickly; our links with the European
Parliament must be strengthened, our links with the Council and our more
traditional reations with the Commission must also be improved so as to ensure
that due account is taken ol our Opinions.
Arrangements for questioning  the Commission on spscilic matters could perhaps
prompt the Community lnstitutions to pay more heed to our Opinions  in geneiai
and to the contribution which we, as representatives  of the European economic
and social interest groups, make towards Community  decision-making.
11The Committee  is an important pillar of democracy (as witness the fact thal similar
bodies exist in almost all the Member  States) and ol our conceptlon  of democracy,
and denrocracy is, alter all, a cohdition for Community membership. The
Commission must be a parliamentary,  pluralistic  democracy. A pluralism which
goes beyond the existence of more than one political force, also entails
participation  of economic and social int€rest groups'.
RELATIONS WITH THE INSTITUTIONS
The Cornmittee  continued its endeavours  to establish even closer links with
the Commission and the Council. These two bodies evinced  increasing interest in
the documents  produced by the Committee.  There were many signs of lhis.
For insta,nce, a large number of Commission members attended plenary meetings
oi the Committee.  In chronological  order:
-  Mr Davignon att€nded the debate on the Green Paper, i. e. on worker
particripat,on and industrial democracy;
- 
Mr Vredeling attended  the debate on the employment  situation;
- 
Mr Jenklns  attended the debate on the economic  situation, Mr Davignon the
debale on product liability and
- 
Mr Onoli attended  the debate on ths European  Monetary  System.
The Council  also devoted  attention  to the Committee's  activities, as witness  the
presence  at Committee  plenary sessions ot the Danish President-in-Office,  Mr
Svend Auken, Minister of Labour,  and the German  President-in-Office.  Mr Otto
Schlocht, Stato Secretary at lhe Ministry of Economic  Affairs.
EXTERNAL RELATIONS
A great 
'Jeal of work was done in connection with the applications  for Community
membership.  Several  studies were compiled, and a number oJ visits were made. In
March the Chairman went to Spain and set up contacts with organizations
representing local economic and social interests, and with members ol the
Spanish government-including  the Minister  responsible for negotiations with the
Community,  and ihe Ministers  for Agriculture, Trade, Industry and Labour.
The Study Group set up to consider Spanish entry went to fuadrid in June. tt met
representatives of Spanish employers'  and union organizations,  and the Minister
responsible  for negotiations with the Community.
In June, Mr Louet, Director-General, read a paper to a symposioum  on the European
Commurities  held at the Diplomatic School in Madrid. He also met representatives
of the government,  including ihe Minister ot Labour.
The problems oi Greek entry were also dealt with. A special Study Group of the
Section for External  Relations paid a fact-finding visit to Greece Ircm 17 lo 24
March  1978.
12Ll 9il.oni\g: the Study croup mst the Minister tor Northern  Greece. ln Athens it mer. rne Mrnjster in charge of relations with the European  Communities,  the Minister of Labour, the Minister for Agricurture  and top civit servants from other ministeries. The Study croup also liad meetings with representatives  of the employers', trade union and agricultural  organizati6ns.
Following  a request from the Chairman  of the EEC_Greece Joint parliamentary
Committee,  a delegalion frorn  the. Committee met a detegation of Greek employers and workers' representatives in Thessalonica-
The Greek delegation  included  ths chairmen o{ the Greek General confederation ot Labour and the panhellenic  Confedoration  ot Agricultural Cooperative  Unions, the vice'chairman  of the Federation of creek Induitries and the chairman of the
Greek Confederation of Smaller Businesses  and Master  Cratt .en.
On 27 June, the Committee was represented at the Athens ceremony at which a
Greek Economic and sociar poricy councir  was otficialy set up in the presence  of the Greek Prime Minister, Several representatives  of it e Community  and other pub_lic figures. The Council, whicfi is a body similar to the Committee, ii composed ot 50 mombers (19 representatives of woikers, 13 representativ"s  of the farming community, 19 representatives  of employers and represenlativos  of the protessions,  and 5 experts).  rts chairman is the Minister'for coordination.  The Council.has  a purely consullativa  function  and its job is (a) to oxamino social and economic problems submited to' it  by tne eovirnment, (b) to make
recommendations  and (c) to deliver Opinions.
Th€ Committoo  sent a m€ssags  which was read out at the beginning o, the meating by the Minister for Goordination.
on the eve of renewar  ot rhe Lomc convention,  the cenrre ot attention shifted to
Africa. The commiltee's chairman  made an otficiar visit to Kenya an(t zambia from 6 to 15 February  1978. In Kenya he had tarks with the Ministers of Flnance, commerce and Industry  and Labour. rn zambia he was received by presideni
Kaunda  and met the Minister ot Economic and rechnicai  cooperation,  who is atso chairman ot the Acp councir of Minlsters. Meetings arso took piace in both countries with representatives of business, professional and trade union
organizations, and the Chalrman vlsited a numbei of development projects being
carried out with the help of loans from lhe Communjly.
[,]:1i-?  ?_C?Tmifie6. det€gation. made a fact-ftndins  trtp to Ma and Toso. The oeregaflon was headed by the chairman of the committes's section for Ekernat
l-"]:tjA:. ,! _r"1, liqh:rrnkjng government personatities and reprEsentativss  o, economtc and soctal interest groupg in the two countries.
The del€gation visited a number oJ. industrial,  agricultural  and port proiocts
receiving financial and technicar  assistanc. trom ttrl communiry.  tt was ieoeivea
by the Prosident  ot th€ Repub c of Togo,
The delegation then w€nt to Ghana and Cameroon, In Accra,  It was welcomed by ths Commissioner tor Economic planning  and had talks witi teaOing figrres fr# the trads union confederation, the nat'ional chamber ot tiaOe, tn'e impfoyErs;
13association,  the association of consumer cooperatives and the association of
Ghananian  industrialists. Discussion centred  around the economic and social
situation  in Ghana and the implementation of the Lome Convention. During their
stay in Accra, members of the delegation met the Secretary-General  of OUSA
(organisaiion  de l'Unite Syndicale Africaine).
In Douala, the delogation mel representatives of tho chamber of trade. In Yaound6'
it took part in searciing  discussions with a delegation from the Cameroon
Economic and Social Council, the Prime Minister, the Minister  for Social Affairs'
and the Deputy Minister for the National Plan and Economic  Affairs. In addition' a
working meeling was held at ihe Yaound6  Chamber  of Agriculture.
The contacts which the delegation  had wiih the authorities  and representatives of
socio-economic circles gave it a uselul insight into the impact of EEC/ACP
cooperation on economic and social development in the four countries visited, and
into the changes  and suggestions  which they would like to see adopted in the new
Lom6 Convention.
Needless to say, ihe Community  Member States were not overlooked  either. ln
keeping  with established practice, the Committee Chairman paid a number official
visits to the Member States. ln conneclion  with a study on regional  problems  in
lreland the Chairman  had talks with the Governmenl  Mini$ters, and employers,
trade unionists and consumer  organizations.
The Chairman  was received by the lrish Head of State and the Minister of Foreign
Alfairs. ln the course of a visit to the Derry/Donsgal  Border  area, the Section for
Regional  Development  held a meeting in Derry City to tinalize its recommendations
on cross-border communications in the area.
The Section for Proteciion of the Environment  held a meeting in Sardinia io
finalize its Opinions on atmospheric pollutants and micropollutants  in water'
Study Group meelings  were held in Reims, Cop€nhagen,  Frankfurt and Glasgow'
LINKS \I/ITH NATIONAL  ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL  COUNCILS
Over thB years ths Commitee  has established useful, close contacts with lts
counterparts  in the Member States. The Committee's lwentieth anniversary  cele-
brations provided  the Presidents and Secretaries-General of the Economic
and Social Councils  in the Member States with the opportunity to meet together
in Brussols on 31 May. The meeting was arranged  by the ESC Chairman.
The mesting was informal and was largely given over to discussing  the specific
role play'ed by each Council in the national context.
This first meoting itlustrated the value of regular meetings between leading
offioials of the Yarious Councils sg that all concerned could keep more uP to date
with the development of economic and social consultation at national level. In
those Member  States where consultation is on an oificial footing' reforms are
being carried out. Member States which havs no body similar to th€ ESC have
14discussed ths possibility of establishing  one and trade and professional  interost
groups have evon made proposals to this etfect.
Although the Economic  and Social Councils operale basically at national level,
their work, by its very nature, often lmpinges upon the Community  and international
spheres.
This has led to tho formation of pragmatic links between ths Committee  and some
national Councils.  These have involved reciprocal hearings of Rapporteurs  and
joint Bureau  meetings.
All the loading figures present at the first meeting, which was also attended  by
representatives  from those Member States  which have not yst set up an Economic
and Social  Council, welcomed the initiative taken and exprossed the hope that it
was tha first ol many regular meetings to exchange inlormation  on trends in the
various Member  States.
The Committee's  role yis-a-yis a direotly-elected European  parliament  was also
discusssd.
The following  bodies w6re represented at the moeting:
(i) the Belgian Contral Council for th€ Economy;
(li) the Belgian National Labour  Councit;
(iii) the French Economic and Social Council:
(iv) the National Economic and Social Council of lreland:
(v) the ltalian National Councll for Economy  and Labour;
(vi) the Luxembourg Economio  and Social Council;
(vii) rhe Dutcfi Soclal and Economlc Council;
(vill) the National Economic Development  Council  (UK).
Shortly betore this meeting, th€ Committe€ hosted a Joint m€eting  betw€on  the
Bureau of tha French Economic  and Soclal Council and an ESC delegation.  In
March ths President of the ltalian National Council for Economy  and Labour
(CNEL) also visited the Commi ee.
INTERNAL  ORGANIZATION
In July, the Secretary-General, Mr Delllnl, retired after 18 years'service  with the
Committee.  At a reception to mark the event, the Committee Chairman paid lribute
to Mr DElfini's olforts to enhance the Committee's  status and hls efficiency and
competence In diroctlng the Secretariat.  M. Delfini was suoce€ded on
22 December  1978 by Mr Hoger Lou€t, who had. been Diroctor-General  sincs
I Sept€mber 1973.
OONCLUSION
The Committee  had an extremely heavy workload In 1978. At its 10 plenary Sessions
lhe Commlttee adoptod  a total of 121 Opinions and Studies, including 17 which it




Work ol the Gommittee
1. AGRICULTURAL  POLICY
During 1978 the Commission produced a number of proposals  and other
documenls  that were used by the Committee as a base for an Opinion on the
development  ot the Community's  Mediierranean regions and their agricultural
oroblems.
The Committee  began by noting that no comprehensive analysis  had been made of
the economic  and social situation in the Community's  Mediterranean  regions in
support of the Commission's  proposed  Mediterranean  policy. Such an oversight
was all the more regrettable  because it made it impossible to deal properly  with
the problems  connected  with Community  enlargement.  Although the Committee
welcomed the Commission's  first round of proposals, which were concerned solely
with agriculture,  it felt that they were not enough to correct the imbalances In the
Mediterranean regions and put tarmers in a contideni frame of mind about
enlargement;  the agricultural  measures had to be supplemented  rapidly by an
overall programme  covering all economic sectors.
The various visits by Committee delegations to Greece,  Spain and Portugal gave a
good idea ot the div6rsity  and scale of the agricultural problems faclng both the
applicant countries and the Community,  particularly the latter's Mediterranean
regions.  They also brought out th€ need for an overall approach  to thes€ problems.
ln its Opinion the Committee particularly  stressed:
- 
The need for sustained,  In-depth  moasur€s-which  mlght entail very gradual
dranges-to secure improvements in the standard  of living and adiustments
in the administrativ€ set-up ol the applicant  countries;
- 
The importance of agricultural restructuring  and reconversion  measures.  The
Committee  telt that the success, and indeed the feasibility,  of these was
contingent on back-up measures being taken to promote general economic
growth in the Mediterranean r€gions. Such measures had to make use of the
various instruments available to the Community, namely the ERDF,  the ElB, the
Social Fund and the EAGGF:
17- 
The importance of organizing common markets.  As vrell as discipline  and
organization  on the part of the farmers themselves, this would require the
sett ng-up of appropriate national, regional and local links in the numerous
areas where they were lacking;
- 
The need to compile a comprehensive  list of all the problems facing the
Mediterranean regions ot the Member States and the applicant countries  and
det€rrmine  the cost of possible remedies.  Sucfi action was tho most appropriate
steF, to take at the moment,  There was a particularly  urgent need for a detailed
stucly of the present  and potential levels of output and cc'nsumption  ol the main
products involved,  especially  olive oil, wine, citrus fruits and other fruit and
vegetables.
The C,lmmittee concluded  by stating that it was convinced  that piecemeal
measures would only shift the problems elsewhere. lt believed that a major
econonric and social programme  was required to restore a balance  throughout  the
CommLnity  and make any future enlargement a success.
The Commission's  proposal  to raise larm prices by an average  ot only 2o/o or so for
the '1978/79 marketing  year was not entirely accepted  by the Committee. Such a
small increase, which came on top of one of 30/o adopted  by the Council the year
before, had received particularly  strong support  ffom the oonsumers'group.  But
after some tairly animated discussions the Committee finally decided by a small
majorit'/ to recommend an average increase of 4.2010, which  was considered to be
the lotrest figure obtainable  by using the 'objeclive methocl'.  The Committee had
expressied its support for the method on several occasions  in the past and it did
not fee that there was any justification for diverging from the method's findings  to
such arr extent.
The Committee also made a number of comments on the situation  on the various
market$ and on the Commission's  price proposals for individual  products.  lt
encouraged the Commission to continue  its elforts to do ar/vay with the monetary
compsnsatory amounts  as soon as possible.
During the year the Commission submitted proposals  aimed at amending  three
Directives on restructuring  agriculture,  and tho Committee look the opportunity  to
comment on farm restructuring policy generally. The Cc'mmittee Jelt that the
changes  proposed by the Commission  were too weak and took insulficient  account
of economic and social developments in the Communily over the past five years.
This v!'as particularly regrettable  because restructuring policy was a vital
component in determining living and working conditions, particularly  those of
farmers, in the poorer regions of the Community.  Policy should be direcled
towardsi encouraging farms that could be viable, and account should be taken of
the incr)me needs of farmers who had no possibilities  ot developing their farms or
ot finding sources of incomo outside agriculture,  and who therefore could not work
on theif farms full-time- Such cases could have been covered in the developmeni
plan envisaged  by the Commission.  The Commiftee concludBd by saying that mudl
more rroney should be set aside for European structural policy,  which so far had
not had the funds needed to take propor action against the problems in ths
Community.
18Tho problgms of the sea fishing industry w€r6 often in the news throughout  the
Community and the Economic and Social Committee, like the other Institutions  of
tho Community,  had to deal with various  Commission  proposals designed to
alleviate any ditficulties arising from the gensral  adoption of 2oo-mils fishing
zones.
The Commiltee gsnerally  supported the Commission, particularly  the proposals to
set up a ratlonal system of managing  Jish stocks and reduce tishory activities to an
acceptable  level. lt f€lt that quotas for the main breeds of fish were unavoidable
and were in both the fishermen's and the consumers,  interest. There was an
obligation  lo conserve, and as far as possible  re-build, tha Community's fisheries
potential.  Such measures would mean a blg cutback in the Community,s flshing
activities, and the impact ot this on iobs did not leavs the Commlttee indifferent.
The Committee called for stronger  msasures to help workers forced out of a job
and emphasized on several occasions how regrettablo it was that, for basically
political reasons, the Council of Minlsters had not taken the steps that were
urgently needed in both the deep-sea  and inshore tishing industries  at thE proper
time.
in December 1977 the Commission submitted  a pfoposal to torma y legalize  the
United Kingdom Milk Marketing Boards,  This sublsot  aroused great interest in the
Committee. Tho Committee pointed out that UK consumption  levels oi milk and
dairy products wsre being attained in the other Member States too, and
recognized the elteciiveness of the Milk Markgting  Boards in boosting  milk
production  and consumption. Such a distribu on system should not be called into
question.  But the Commitlee lelt that the Commission,s proposals in the form in
which they were presented were unacceptable  because they left unanswered a
host of serious quesiions, particularly ones concerning Community  competition
law. Th€ Committo€ call€d upon the Commission to review its proposals,
suggesting that it simply bring the Milk Marketing Boards into line with Community
law and remove  any possibilities  of milk and dairy products  being prevented lrom
circulating  treely in the Community.
The decislon taken by the Council on 20 June 19ZB to a certain  extent allayed th€
main concerns expressed by the Committee.
On several occasions  In the past the Committeo has ben moved to comment on
ihe lack of a real common forestry policy and during the year it brought out an
Opinion on the future ot forestry in th€ Community.  Although forests are not among
the producis listod in Annex ll to the Treaty, the Committee did not feel that the
legal problems that this implied were such as to prevent a common forestry policy
from being worked out and put into eftect, The Committee called upon Comriruniti
and national aulhorities  to recognize the importance of lhe role thai forestry couli
play in Community agrlculture and the EEC economy and pointed out that apart
trom a few isolated  measures,  such as a proposal on planting  trees in the
Communlty's dry Msditerranean zones, no overall EEC measure had been
contemplat6d to date.
Among the. measures  proposed by the Committ€e  with a view to developing
toreslry in the Community  w6re:
- 
a substantlal strength€ning ot the laws governing ths protection  ot torests and
individual trees;
19- 
a guaranteed,  reasonablo  income  for farmers who agree to take up forestry;
- 
intormation for owners of private forests io help them make better use of their
properties; and
- 
measures to oromote research  and disseminate knowtedge.
In addition lo this, any forestry policy to be worked  out should consider  the state
of forerlt-based industries  and rapidly establish a foundation  for cooperation  with
wood-F,roducing  countries outside the EEC. Provision should be made for a
common tund so that the necessary  work could be carried out, and the resultant
policy $hould cover all the regions ot the Community.
Until such time as a common forestry  policy as envisaged by the Committee was
implemented, the Commission should give tho Member States some idea of what
basic guidelines  were to be followed by national forestry policies.  This could be
done b,/ issuing a recommendation,  lor instance.
The Comrnission's  amended  proposal for organizing a common  alcohol  market
touched off some very heated debates within the Committee, but in spite of the
number of different views expressed the final Opinion was adopted by quite a
large najority (62 votes to 31, with I abstentions). The Committee endorsed  the
principle  of an organized common alcohol market, arguing that the absence of a
Community  sst of rules would inevitably plunge the alcohol market into a state of
anarchy  which whould be highly disadvantageous  to producers ol agricultural  and
synthetic alcohol, to industrial users of alcohol and ultimately to consumers. But
care should be taken to ensure that a policy  based on recognized agricultural  im-
peratives should be as compaiible  as possible wilh the requlrements of the
industrial  sector and with the interests of consumers. The Committee felt that the
new proposal fulfilled this twofold requirement more than the firgt proposal, which
came out in March  1972, but it still proposed a number  of changes, the most
important of which can be summed  up as follows.
As far as molasses  alcohol was concerned. the Commiltee was not convinced that
the measures  proposed by the Commission  were in keeping with the actual markel
situalion, where steps were needed both to prevent molasses alcohol from being
ousted lrom the market and to prevent it from swamping  the market. Instead  of the
targel pfice lor molasses  alcohol  being tied to that of synthetic  alcohol  the
Committee  thought lhat it should be based on the target price for other agricultural
products,  particularly cereals. The Committee was not in favour ot all molasses
alcohol coming  under the system of target  and guaranteed quantities  but in view
ol the demand for alcohol in what the Commission  has designated 'reserved
sectors a guaranteed quantity, as yet undetermined,  could be reserved for
molasses  alcohol made {rom Community-produced molasses.  But even i{
improvements  were made producers of molasses  alcohol would find themselves in
a situation where cerlain sacrifices would have to be made. These sacrifices
should lle shared by other types of alcohol whose raw materials were in a position
compar,able to that of molasses.
As lar ars the 'reserved sectors'were  concerned, the Committee did not think that
the extension  proposed  by the Commission was iustified. lt was dead against  a
ban on the use of cheaper allernatives when these wore chemically
20indistinguishable and of the same quality and were cl6arly labelled. The
Gommilte6 also found it unacceptable that certain  sectors should be reserved for
alcohol  of agricultural  origin simply to ensure a market lor agricultural products,
without consumers' interests being protect€d.
The Committee's  view on this point differed markedly  from the Opinlon of the
Section for Agriculture.  lt had been pushed through  by a very small majority  after
consumer  pressure.
The Committee had serious reservatlons about the intervention  contribution
formula recommended by the Commission. lt wondered why an organized alcohol
market should be self-financing, unlike most other organized  markets,  and,
moreover, by means of a levy that basically affected products not included in
Annex ll to the EEC Treaty. The overall financial  responsibility  for the alcohol
market should b€ borne collectively  by the Community, and so the rnarket should
be linanced through tho EAGGF.
Turning to taxation, the Committee  firsl oi ali pointed out that taxes alr^ady placed
a heavy burden on alcohol of agricultural origin in the Member States. By their
very nature, alcohol and producls containing  alcohol were a field in which there
was a whglesome distortion  ol competition  between one country and another and
between one product and another. lt such a situation  continued, this would
definitely make it rnor€ dilficult to manage the Community alcohol market
smoothly. lf, therefore, one was not to doom to lailure any form of organized
alcohol  market whatsoever, it was essontial to allgn taxes on alcoholic drjnks, so
that there might be a balance.
The Committee also analysed tho problems  posed by the possible  accession  of
Greece,  Spain and Portugal, all ol whom produce large quantities of alcohol  much
more cheaply than the present EEC countries.  The Committee felt that before
these countries  joined it was vital for the rules governing  a Community alcohol
rnarket to be clearly laid down, if only to allow the applicant countries  to know
exactly where  they stood and what adjustments they would need to make.
The Committee  felt that whatever  steps were taken the Council had to make
political choices and lay down priorities. lt was essential for the Member Slates to
show without delay that they really intended lo reach a compromise, which would
of course be the toundation of any Community  pollcy concerning the alcohol
market.
Commission proposals  concerning  the wine sector abounded in the period
covered by this report. The Committee scrutinized these proposals carefully,
especially those concernod wilh balance on the wine market, which ihe
Commission made in the variety of proposals  concerning  the Community's
Mediterranean agricultural  areas and in the Action Programme 1979-1985  for the
Progressive  Establishment  of Balance  on the Mafket in Wine.
The Committe€'s  yiew is that, if th€ wine market is to be made more evenly
balanced in the short therm, concrete action must be taken on two lronts:
21(a) On ths produciion side
- 
measures to remove the imbalance between supply and demand must be
enc ou ragod;
- 
there must be a system of permanent and automatic intervention, which caters
{or consumsr  needs and provides a price level for table wines of recognized
quality that is sulticiently high to ensure that the producers  enioy a degree of
protection comparable to that of producers of other major Community
agricultural  products;
(b) On the consumption side
- 
indirect taxes and duties must be reduced and aligned througout the EEc.
The introduction of a permanent intervention system capab|l  of supporting  market
prices at an adequate level would obviate the need for a minimum price. lndeed
the machinery  recommended by the Committee would avert the sort ot serious
crisis that has prompted the Commission's proposal to introduce a minimum price.
In any,3vent,  the Committee considers that more details should be provided  about
the preliminary intervention  measures having to be taken before any minimum
price is applied. Having said this, the Commitiee does not reject the possibility  of
eventually falling back on a minimum price systom, although it stresses that for
such a syslem lo be efficient the tollowing  principles should be follwed:
(i) a clisis situation should be defined as one where the market price is less than
900/o of the guide price;
(ii) distillation  should be begun  when the market price is g0o,/o of the guide price;
(iii) long{erm storage contracts  guaranteeing  payment during the period of crisis
should be taken out.
On the subjeot of concentrated musts and rectilied concenlrated  musts, the
Committee emphasizes  the benefits of permanent  encouraSrement Jor the use of
concenirated  musts to enrich wines, since such a process  has the advanlage  of
using vine-based  products and thus helping the general  balance of lhe wine
market.
It also feels that the aid for must use should be supplemented  by permanent
machinery to encourage the long-term  stockpiling of concentrated musts. Such
machinery would be independent of that tor stockpiling wine. A scheme ot this
kind would ensure that right from the beginning of each marketing  year there
would be an adequate  stock of prepared products ready for use.
2. TRANSPORT  POLICY
After a rather long period of inactivity, the question of a cornmon  transport policy
oame to the forefront once again at the mecling of the Clluncil just before the
beginning of the year (2O and 21 December  1977). Attention crlntinued to be given to
this subject throughout the year, by both the Commission (initiatory  work) and the
Council (decision-making).
22In the period under  review there were two meetings of the Council ot Transport
Ministers  (12 June and 23 November).  At the meetings a further series oi import-
ant decisions were taken. The Committee was involved to a considerable exent in
the preparatory work leading up to these decislons.
Mention should also be mad€ of ths meeting ot the Council of Foreign Ministers  on
2 May and the meeting ol the Council  of Environment  Ministers  on 30 May. Transport
issues, such as salety In international shipping and lhe A/roco CadL incidont,  were
discussed at these meetings and solutions were put forward. Once again the Com-
mitlee was involved in th6 preparatory work leading up to the dgcisions  taken at the
Council meetings,
For a long time now the range of subjects dealt with has extended far beyond the
more usual forms of transport (road, rail and inland watsrway)  covered by Ar-
ticle 75 of the EEC Treaty. Air transport and, in particular,  sea transport (Article
84 of th€ EEC Trealy) occupied a considerablo  amount ot ihe time oJ the
Commiftee  and the Council.
In this respoct particular attention should be drawn to the growing  interest of the
Community bodies in maritime transport policy. This can be put down to the in-
croasing international  involvement of the Community and the necessities imposed
upon the Community  trom outsids.
A growing share of international  shipping business is going to non-EEC counlries.
This represenls an economic threat of increasingly serious proportions, which  has
inevitabfy led to problems in the field ol maritime safety (such as the Amoao Cadiz
incident),  slandards  on ships, and relations  with non-EEC  shipping  countries, the
lMco and the uN (uN Liner code).
In these fields, too, the Committee  was a primo mover ln initlatlng Communily  action
during the period under r6view,
Mention should b6 mad€ in this respect of the Committee's Opinions on the fol-
lowing subjects:  the UN Liner Code, UN Besolution  No 212, the activities  ol non-
EEC countries  in liner shipping  (whicfi led to Counciol  Decision No 781774/EEC ot
'19 September), and, in particular,  maritime safety (which dealt, ,rfer a/la, with the
Amoco Cadiz  incident), and the demands made by the Committee with regard to
this latter subject. Measures  proposed by the Committee  in these lields were
either adapted  or taken into consideration by th€ Community's  decision-making
bodies.
Much of the Committee's work in the shipping  field was concerned  with flags of
convenience,  tlag-discrimination  in international shipping and the emergence of
third countries  in the field of shipping. The Committee has drawn up a comprehen-
sive study on these subjects which is very near complelion upon which it wi be
forwarded directly to the Commission and the Councll. tn the field of shlpping, as in
other fields, the Committee is entering into wide-ranging contact with the European
Parliament  which will in future make greater use of help from the Committee, as a
body of experts and advisors, before issuing Opinions of a political nature.
During the period under review twenty Opinions on transport matters were drawn  up
by the Committee  and prepared by the Section for Transport and Communications.
23Twelv€  of these were mandatory consultations  (Article 75 ol the EEC Treaty, seven
were, in the Council's view, optional consultations  (being based  on Article  84 (2) of
the EEC Treaty), and one of the Opinions was drawn up on ihe Committee's own
Initiative. Four of these Opinions were still in preparation  on 31 December.
The most important ol these  Opinions  were those dealing with:
(i) maritime  safety;
(ii) cornbined  roadlrail  transport;
(iii) Community  quolas for road transport.
In all of the fields dealt with by the Section for Transporl and Communications,
including  East-West transport-on the subject ol which the Committee  submitted a
comprehensivs study at the end of 1977-the  Committee was able to exert an
intluence on the work ol the Council and the Commission and mako them aware  of
the standpoints ot the interest groups represented at the Committee' The Council
did not, however,  always lollow the proposals made in the Committee's Opinions in
all rsspects,  as demonstrated  by the action  taken on the question  ol quotas. Both the
Commission  and the Committee called lor a 200/0 increase but the Council followed
a minority proposal expressed  by the Committee  and decided upon a 100/o increase.
3. SOCIIAL POLICY
In its annual Opinion on the social situation ln ths Community  the Committee drew
particular attention to the persistence of adverse tr€nds in employment and called
lor a proper analysis  of their causes. Some oJ the trends noted, the Committee  said,
were a threat to the pluralistic  and democratic societies that made up the Commu-
nity. A proper investigation into their causes would make it easior to determine the
remedies needed and take appropriate  and timely action to prevent the gaps be-
tween social groups lrom widening  and advance the upward  alignment  of social
conditi,rns.
After stressing the lack of coordination of national  economic  and social policies and
the lack ot political will in the Member States, the Committee  mentioned  cases
where moves had been made, not only in the social sector but also in such areas as
econonric  and monetary  policy, industrial  policy, regional policy, agricultural  policy
and external relations. However, very ofien the only action  taken  had been simply to
issug er declaration  and any measures adopted  had not always been in keeping
with the gravity ol the situation.
The Committee emphasized the need lor a Community approach 10 measures to
help iobs and investmonts  and called for a closer correlatiot  between employment
objecti\/es and tinancial  aid for companies, plan tor industriol  restrucluring,  recon-
version and development,  programmes  for forestry, agriculture  and food production
and th€ growth oi the service industries.
The Committee  also said that the Community's social  policy  instruments should be
better ooordinated and mentioned various measures  that might improve the situa-
tion on lhe labour market.
24The Committee  examined the Community's  action programme  concerning such
matters  as hygiene,  safety at work, workers'  health and iob up-grading. In its view,
special priority should be given io providing  greater protection  lor workers. The
main objective was io provide more humane working conditions tor production-line
workers. This would have very real benefits for society as a whole.
But the real headache was the increase  in unemployment. The European Social
Fund should be used to support vocational  training programmes ior unemployed
young people and encourage  employors to hire young people for newly-created
lobs.
While it supported the Commission's planned short-term  measures, the Committee
was convinced that the real answer was to mount a long-term  attack on the root
causes of youth unemployment  by encouraging proper training and vocational
guidance.
The Committee also issued an Opinion on part-time work. lt stated that basically
part-time work should not be considered  as an alternative to a policy of creating
more jobs but as a means ol responding to the aspirations  and needs of certain
sections of the community.
Another Committee  Opinjon dealt wllh illegal immigrants and undeclared jobs. The
Commission's draft directive had been substantially  amended following the Com-
mittee's tirst Opinion on the matter, especially  the passages on safeguarding the
rights of illegal immigranl  workers,  employers'  obligations,  collaboration  between
the various economic and social groups involved  and ihe provision of information in
the labour-exporting countries.
The Committee approved the exlension ol Community social  security schemes  for
wage-earners  to cover self-employed migrants and recommended  that all the texls
on social security for migrant workers be codified. The Committee  also made
various comments  and ths Commission  subsequently  amended its proposals  to
meet mosi ot lhe Committee's reouirements.
The Committee also endorsed  the proposal  on Community  arrangements  to improve
workers' protection  in the event of their employ€r becoming insolvent.  The CommiF
lea pointed out that better financial protection  was in the interest not only of the
workers coDcerned  bul of thsir firms and the economy in general.
The Committee Opinion on Community action in the cultural sector broadly en-
dorsed  the bulk of the Commission  proposals  which were chiefly concerned  to
solve the economic and social problems in thes area.
Finally the Committee dralted an Opinion  on f rontier workers. The Opinion  dealt
with various aspects of the situation and associated  problems,  concentrating  on
employment,  social  security, taxation  and exchange rates. Various measures  were
proposed to assist fronlier workers. This Opinion will be tormally adopted at the
January 1979 Plenary  Session.
254. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL  POLICY
The Community's economic  situation,  the new Community loans (the Ortoli
instrument), a Community  approach  to the international monetary  disorder, the
Europeian monelary system itself, and various  tax harmonlzation  proposals  were
the subiect of Committee  Opinions and an Information Report in 1978.
When the downward movement in the value ot the United €itates  dollar worsened
yet turlher, in December  1977, the Committee  embarked on an own-initiative
Opinion on whai the Communily should be doing to minimize the harmful elfects
within the Community of the present  international monetary disorder,  as
manifested in the wide exchange rate fluctuations  between Member States'
currencies. At the same time, the President of the Commission, Mr Jenkins,  had
addressed the Committee on the subject ot the Commission's  renewed efforts to
re-launch the Community on the road towards  Monetary Union. He had urged the
Committee to assist the Commission in elaborating  in more detail what in loday's
very dillerent circumstances-as compared to the beginning of this decade-
would be the conditions and wants ot an accelerated move to economic and
monetary  union.
The Committee  considered its Opinion on the Monetary  Disorder to be a first
endeavour in this direction.
'fhe Cornmittee  proposed  that the resources,  authority and area of responsibility  ot
the European Monetary Cooperation  Fund be increased, enabling  it to become  a
kind of IMF at European level. lt went on to suggest  in the same Opinion that
within lhe Community the alignment and coordinalion of economic policies
become a reality, and that the decision-making  procedures  ol the Community's
Institutions  (Monetary Committee, Committee of Central  Bank Governors, elc.) be
sharpened. lt pfessed for the European Unit of Account (EUA) to be used
increasingly for inlra-Community  transactions. This Opinion was given a wide
distribution amongst  ministers and bankers,  and the Comrnittee  recsived manv
lavouratrle reactions to it.
At the end of November,  on the eve ol the European Council meeting of 4 and 5
Decemb,3r, which had been convened in particular to mak€, important decisions
concerning the European Monetary System,  the Committee gave its Opinion  on a
draft enabling regulation in connectjon with the establishment  of EMS. In its
Opinion the Committee approved the selting up of a European Monetary System
aimed at bringing about greater monetary  stability  and solidarity  in the Community
and at vyorld level. The way in which sucft a system is organized  and operates
should be sufficiently  tlexible as to enable realistic exchange rates to be
established  and maintained,  such rates lo reflect the balance ln economic  relations
beiween  the participating  countries.
It consicered  lhai it should give a further Opinion,  covering  every aspect of the
Europealt  Monetary  System's operation and the rules relat ng thereto in order,
among  other things, to assess the scheme's effects on the different eoonomic and
social pc'licies  ot the Community,  particularly  lhe common agricultural policy. This
should b,3 done asr soon as new information is forthcoming  from the Commission.
mFurtharmore,  the Committee endorsed  the Commission's Proposal  for a Regulation
on the lmpacl  of the EMS on the common agricultural policy, which ensured that
when the'system  came into opsration,  farm prices in the Member States remained
unchanged  in money terms. In enabling monetary  compensatory  amounts lo be
gradually phased out, the currency stability which the system  promises, should
improve  the prospects of a return to greater EEC unity in the agricultural  sector.
On the equally topical  sub,iect of the Onoli instrumenl  (Community  borrowing  and
loans to promole  investment), the Commlttee declared itself to be totally behind
the Commission's  proposals  in general, but-like the European Parliament-the
Committee took issue with the Commission  regarding the relative roles of the
Commission and the European Investment Bank In making ihe tinal dscision on
the granting of a loan. lt considersd that the political assessment of the loan
operation  as such should be up to the Commission, and that giving a mandate  to
the ElB, as proposed, threatened  to divert the new tinancing instrument lrom its
purpose. Subject  to this reservation, the Committee supported the Commission's
proposal, In the belief that investment projects will be facilitated  whic+r reflect the
Communlty's  priority structural obiectives,  and which would nol, without such a
Jacillty,  get off the ground.
The Committee gave two major Opinions on the economic  situation in the
Community in 1978. Following  a now estabilished practice, the mid-year  Report
and Opinion to the Council was given some  months  after its regular Oplnion on the
Commission's 1977 Annual Report. They were timed to precede by a few weeks the
Commission's dratt proposals on Member States' public budgets for the foltowing
year. The Committee gave its regular  Opinion on the Commission's annual report
on the economic situation in the Community,  in November.
ln 1978. as an innovation, the Committee  decided lo include in its Opinion and
Report the findings of a Study ol the economic  situalion in a particular
country-Dsnmark-in mid-year, and the Federal Republic of Germany in the
auiumn. This was due to the increasing  realization in the Committee that
Communily-level  economic  strategy and short{erm guidelines, cannot  be
tormulated without laking into account the economic and social issues facing each
of the national authorities  in the Member  States.
Concentraling  much of its mid-year economic  situation  Opinion on the continuing
high levels of unemployment in the Community, the Committee  held that labour
market Dolicies are needed since, in the short term, investment and other
expansionary measures will not absorb existing levels of unemployment. lt
emphasized the urgency ot expanding  training schemes-especially  jn order to
improve labour mobility. Work-sharing measures  were considered to have an
important role lo play in alleviating  grave unemployment  Problems, but such
measures  musl be forward-looking.  The Committee concluded that ihere is scope
tor tufther action to slimulale demand-and  thus create employment-without
jeopardizing the achievement  of targets for the reduction of inflation.
ln its November Opinlon on the Commission's  Annual Report on the Economic
Situation in the Community,  the Committee  laid great emphasis on economic
growth. lt found the Annual  Report lacking in positive guidelines that would
27necessarily lead to increased growth, the Report concentrating more on the
genera  advantages  to be derived from EMS and concerted  action in the field of
economic policies.
The Committee  was sceptical of the possibility of the Community's achieving in the
loreseeable luture growth ligures recorded in the 1960s. The implications  of this
on the labour market must therefore be taced up to. lt held that growth must come
not onl/ from short-term liscal stimuli, but by a package including  the introduction
of EMS and measures  of a restructuring  nature. Growth policies wero thought  by
the Cornmittee to have been less than successful  because foreign demand  has
iallen otf in recent years. The Commission should put forward policies that will
help r€!solve  def icit-developing  countries'  debts, these imbalances having an
adverse eflect on world trade. A selective attitude towards  growth was called for,
taking into account factors suc*l as omployment, energy, the environment and the
position of developing countries.
On fis,sal harmonization the Committee's  Opinions generally approved the
Commission's proposals lor a 7th and 8th VAT Directive, harmonizing respectively
VAT on works ol art, collectors' ilems, antiques and used goods, and the
procedures for refunding VAT payments  to taxable  persons not established  in the
territor), of the country.
During the course of the year, the Committee  concluded a wide-ranging
Information Report, prepared essentially for the future  use oF its own Members,  on
the subiect of Fiscal Harmonization  in the Communitv.
5. REGIONAL POLICY
In recent years lnterest  in structural problems has grown apace despite the fact
that the regional aspects  of the economic and social situation  have to some  extent
taken a bacl( seat to pressing national issues such as the inflation  and
unemployment  generated by economic stagnation. lt is also becoming increasingly
obvious that industry, agriculture and the regional economies need radical
structural  reform, both geographical  and sectoral,  it we are to achieve economic
growth rand a fairer regional, national and international  shar€r-out of resources and
producl on.
The Cc'mmission's  drafi Guidelines lor a Community Fegional Policy  were
submitted in 1977 and, the same year in anticipation  of a new Fund Regulation,  the
Committee warmly endorsed  the Commission's  proposals and ths steps it had
taken (o.f. 1977 Annual Report). The Commiltee  therefore became increasingly
anxious when it saw in early 1978 that the Council was dragging its teet. In an
effort to speed things up, the Committee issued an Opinion in February urging the
Council to strenglhen  the common  regional policy and the European  Regional
Fund, particularly the non-quota  section.
The Cornmittee's  previous work on regional issues  was mainly concerned with the
commorr regional policy and the associated  financial,  legrrl and administrative
machinery. This year the Committee broke new ground in issuing an Opinion  on
28the Cross-Border  Communications  Study of the DerrylDonogal  area in
North-Western  lreland. The Study had been commissioned  by the London and
Dublin Governments  with the financial support of the EC Commission.  This was the
first time that the Committee  had turned its attention lo economic and social
conditions in a specific,  underdeveloped  Community  region.
The Committee was chiefty  concerned to provide a Community,level  platform  for
local authorities and economic and social interest groups in the btudy area.
Committee members and ofticials made a number of flct-flnding trips during the
preliminary  stages and succeeded  in establishing  an intensive dialogue  with the
local authorities and th€ British and lrish Governments.
The Committee observed thal, as regards employment, living standards  and
industrial investment, Derry/Donegal  was near the bottom of the Community
league-thanks in part to the area,s geographical  and economic  remoteness, iti
location astrido tho lrish Border and the chronic civil disorder in Northern lreland.
The committee  urged the British and lrish Administrations  to push ahead with the
structural improvements recommended in the Study they had commissioned. The
community was duty bound to contribute  to the economic and sociar exoansion  ol
this cinderella area of the EEc which  had a cast-iron caso for aid from the ouota
and non-quota resources  of thg Regional  Fund.
6. INDUSTRIAL  POLICY
In the absence  ot a Community  masterptan  tor industrial  policy, lhe Committee has
conlinued to examine proposals  submilted by the ComDission  in those sectors
which are the most sensitive from ths current and longterm  economic  viewpoint.
The Commitee has given its Opinion  on the ,proposal  for a Council Directive on
Community aid to shipbuilding'  and on a,Communication  from the Commission  to
the Council on the re-organization of the Community shipbuilding  industry'. In this
last Opinion,  the Committee  stated  that:
(i) th€ Community should aim at maintaining  a production capacity in keeping
with the yolume  ot seaborne trade:
(ii) Community policy should encourage  tho production of hightecftnology
vessels;
(iii) the problem ot vessels whicfr do not comply with international saf€ty standards
should be dealt with vigorously and effectively.
In lhis connection  th6 Committee  approved a draft Begulation  proposing  that a
framowork b9 crgated to facilitats the restructuring  and conversion of sectors  in
difficulty, This was in llne with the stand taken repeatedly by the Economic and
Social Committee,  for example in th€ previously  ment-ioned Opinion on ihe
Reorganization  of the community  shipbuilding lnduitry---one  of the first sectors to
which the new mechanism  would apply.
Since this Regulation was likely to be more and mors widely applicablo in tho
lulure, the Committoe considered  that special  attentjon would'have to be paid to
nthe dilnger of creating or aggravating  distortions in compotition betwgen
Comm,:nity firms. In the Committee's  view priority should be given to proper
harmonizaiion of national and Community aid. This should noi, however' force all
the Member States to sot up their own aid schemes, nor tie Community aid too
closety to the possibility ot equivalent national aid.
Account should also be taken of the great differences between the various sectors
or betvteen dilferent firms and the aid provided would havs to take account of both
general social requirements  and the need to maintain the competitiveness  of
Community  industry.
The Committee approved  the Regulation in that it gave the Commission,  helped by
a Consiultative  Committee, a high degree ot autonomy in considering  applications
and detining the procedure for granting financial aid. The Committee was aware,
however,  that it was the Council which  decided which sectors were to be helped.
The Committee also said thal it would like to see the Commission seek the views
of the,smployers and workers concerned on all the aid measures.
Whilst accepting  that the maln aim ol the draft Regulation was to assist
restruciuring operations, the Committee  considered that there was a need to
facilitate conversion by the creation of new types of activity in all sectors'
including  the tertiary.  The Committee was also pleased that the draft Regulation
gave priority to aid for small and medium-sized  enterprises.
The C,lmmittee tinally noted that the credits for promoting restructuring  and
conversion operations  (20 million EUA for the current year) were relatively  small
and appropriations should be increased in the light of the initial lesults.
'1978 also saw the completion of the Committee's  work on the proposal for a
Directive  on liabiliiy for delective products.  This work was begun in November
1976 and gave rise to maior problems,  with the initial Opinion drafted by the
Section  for Industry even being reiecled  by the Plenary Session,  The Committee's
Opinion  represents a happy compromise  between the various conflicting
viewpo nts which were expressed concerning  such points as the very Principle  of
no-faulll liability, the risks connected  with scientitic and technologioal
development, the definition of a defective product, the concept oi damage, the
ceiling for compensalion and the period 01 limitation  and the liability period.
In its Opinion,  the Committee  stressed  that a Directive in thki area should:
(a) enable effective and faster legal actions lo be broughU
(b) distribute in the least burdensome  and most equitablil  manner  the cost of
danrage caused to the users of defective products and the expense of en-
suring the distribution  of ihe cost of any damages;
(c) eliminate or at least reduce the number oi delective  products  on the market,
withoul  hampering  tho markoting ot saf€ products;
(d) not gntail or malntaln any distortlons of competition between companies;
(e) be oontinually adjusted to, in both national and internatbnal law, on liability for
dsfective produots.
30Given the lact that the damage incurred by the user of a defective  product  could
have been incurred by any other user of the product and that the system of no-jault
liabillty ls based on the principle of incorporating compensation  costs in the
self ing price, the Committee unanimously approved ihe principl6  of no-fault liability
on which the Directive is based. The Committee's  approval of this principle  is
particularly important in view of the differences between the various Member
States  in this area.
But ths Committee  was unable lo reach an agreement  as regards certain important
details of implementing the principle  of no-fault liability, such as whether the risks
connected with scientific  and technological  devolopment  should be covered by the
Directive, as the Commission  believes.  or not.
Some Members believed  that if these points were included,  they might hamper
innovations and thus handicap Community  industry on the world market. Moreover,
the cost of covering  such an unpredictable  risk could be rather high. But other
Members lelt ihat giving adequate protsction to consumers  and the evolution
towards no-fault liability imply that such risks should be covered by the Directive,
particularly  as they could be insured against.
The Committee was also unable to reach a unanimous position with regard to the
principle and level ot the ceiling for compensation  and the related distribution
problems. Some Members  supported the Commission,s proposal of laying down a
ceiling tor compensation. They recommended setting a limit of 2OO 0OO EUA for
each case of death or physical injury as well as an overall limit as laid down in the
Directive.  In addilion, an overall ceiling like the one lald down in th€ proposed
Directive would enable victims in normal cases to be completely compensated.
Other Members lelt that limlting the llability of the manufacturer would leave the
victims of disasters  without protection, since the amounts  envisaged would not
cover all the damage incuned. In such cases, there would be the problem of
evenly distributing  the available resources among the victims. The Commission has
mado no proposals on this subioct.
Apart from these differences  of opinion,  the Committge emphasized the need, in
the event a ceiling is Introduced and sevsral psrsons are liable, for each of lhose
persons to be responsible  for paying compensation  up to the maximum of the
ceiling.
Th6 Cornmitt€€  was unanimous  with regard to other important problems raised by
th6 proposed Directive, such as the period of limitation and the liability period.  it
noted that the proposed psriod of limitation  would enable a bett€r  administration
of juslice and eliminate abuses without sacrilicing  the interests ol consumers,
slnce.the period would only comm€nce when thr6e condl ons were mot, namely
when th€ damaga, the detect and the manufacturer's identity were all known.
With regard to the liability period, the Committoe  accepted  the 1&year period
proposed by the Commission but felt there should be a more precise definition  of
when thig period was to commenc€.
31Cusloms  harmonizallon
ln the area ol customs harmonization, 1978 saw the drafting ol an own-initiativg
Opinion on the 'Communication  lrom the Commission to the Council and the
European  Parliament  on lhe state of the EEC Customs  Union"
With tl^is Opinion, the Committee was able to express its views on this important
asDect of the realization  of the common  market. In the short-term, the aim is to
encourage any initiatives likely to bring about the free movement  of goods within
the Conrmunity,  complete the programmes  for tho approximaiion  and simplification
ol customs legislation  and improve the procedures for institutional decisions  on
the cu:itoms union. In the longer term, it is necessary  to formulate  and draw up a
Community  customs code and undertake the alignment of penallies for infringing
Community  customs legislation.
Thus, rvhile recognizing that the record of trade between the Member States  from
1958 n3 1976 was excellent in that it had increased more than tenfold, the
Committee  stressed  that a lot still remained  lo be done. For Community  companies
and {or individual travellers, in fact, there is practically no difference between
crossirLg  a Community  trontier  and crossing frontiers with other counties, since the
formalities  involved are just as complex and the regulations  equally  restrictive in
both cases.
After reviewing the inadequacies ol the Community customs union and of
alignment in other retated lields, such as taxation, monetary  tluctuations  and
excharrge controls, the Committee drew up some concrete proposals to be brought
into eflect in accordance with a procise timeiable, namely:
(i) without  waiting for any hypothetical  alignment of the national penal codes' a
Community definition ot infringements  should be drawn up, together with a
single system of penaltiesi  practical and unilorm means of redress should  be
made available to users;
(ii) a $ingle customs  Management Committee  should be set up to rePlace the
present  multiple committees,
(iii) a Community  customs law should be drawn up to codifv the present texts and
flll the many gaps in the presenl customs union,  in ordel to achieve a practical,
coherent body of law
The Committee  would like to see a progress report on the 1975 simplitication
programme drawn up each year and wanted all the documents  (export,  transit'
importl required for a transaction  between Member States to be thoroughly
examined  with a view to simplitying them.
The Cr)mmittee  also hoped that the commercial  documenls  normally drawn up by
companies  would be more widely used as the basis for Community  trading
procedures and stressed that this process would be simplified if such documents
wer€ r,ationalized and aligned on a standard model.
The C;ommittee suggested thai the bond
operations  should be abolished,
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requirement for Community transitIt lelt that alignlng the methods ol collecting VAT could grsatly simplity
intra-Community  trade.
The Committee  also discussed several specilic proposals relating to customs
alignment. On6 ot these proposals concerned slores for international vessels,
planes  and traine.
But the committee  has, in partloular, expressed a favourabl€ opinlon on a series of
proposals relating to exemptions from charges or taxes for international trav€l and
small conslgnments of non-commercial  goods.  Thsse proposals  were of special
interest  to Communily citizens.
7. TECHNICAL  BARRIERS
Wjth regard to iechnical barriers, the Committe€ has been concernsd  in particular
with the approximation  of Member States' legislation  in the following  areas:
(i) hot-water meters;
(ii) the making-up by volume ol certain prepackaged liquids;
(iii) gen€ral  requiremenb  ot construction  and certain types of proteotion  for
electrical  equipmenl for use in potentially explosive atmosphgres;
(iV) machine tools end portable grinding  macfiines;
ff) noise emitted by compressors.
8. EXTERNAL  RELATIONS
The Economic  and Social Committee  ha8 again Increased  its workload on the
Community's  external relations.  lt has issued  Sludies and Opinions on r€lations
with State-lrading countrios, the Lom6 Convention and ils renewal and two
Moditerranean  countries  which have applied lor membership of the Community.
Thls work supplements th€ Committee s '€nlargement'  fil6, and further wotk will
be done on the subiect in 1979.
Firstly, with regard to the Community'8 relations  with Staie-trading  countries, lhe
Committee  found th6 present confusion over quantltative protection  on the exlernal
lrontiers of the Community regrettabl€. This sltuatlon is attributable  lo the lack of
any real common commerclal  policy regardlng these countries, whlch is sssential
if there is to be any reciproclty  in r€lations between them and the Community.
The presant lack ol reciprocity ls atso evident in the area of the right of
establishment. The Committee notes that oompanies exporting  trom State-trading
countrios are free to establish themselves in the Communlty,  whereas Community
companies do not have a similar right and have to go through a central forsign
trade office in order to do buslness In State-tradlng  countries. Moreovgr,
Community  investors do not have direct access to lhe marketing channels in those
countries.
EThe Committee recognizes that these problems stem from the different economic
systenls  in the countries in question.  The same thing is true where prices  are
concerned. lt is ditticult to talk of dumping on the part of our trading partners in a
context where prices are political, even though they are lrequontly a distortlon of
comp€'lition in Community  markets.
In its Opinion on the lmplementation  of the Lome Convention-Towards  a New
Convention,  the Committee made a preliminary report on the lmplementation of the
Convention  between  the Community  and the ACP countries.
The Convention  as a whole has worked woll up until now, except as regards
industrial  cooperation which has not yet really begun.
The C,cmmittee  proposed a certain numbor oI changes to the various  sections  of
the Cc'nvention.  lt requested a procedure lor consultation  wilh the economic  and
social  interest groups in the event ol problems in certain  sectors  involving certain
sensitive  products.
With r,3gard to industrial cooperation,  the Committee wanled to see a diversitied
induslrial  fabric established which would contribute lo the develoDment  of the ACP
countries by:
(i) manufacturing products tor local and regional markets;
(il) improving export capacity;
(iii) creating as many new jobs as possible.
The Committee also made observations  on maintenance firms, encouraging  and
guaranteeing investments,  vocational training  and the transfer of technology.
The Cc'mmittee believed  that financial  cooperation should concentrate on:
(a) the support ot regional projects, in the area of intrastructures  (water!),
(b) the development  of diversified agricultural  production  and Industrial production
ba€ied on the procgssing of local raw materials.
The Committee called for a policy of agricultural cooperation  dosigned to make
the ACP countries self-sufficient  in tood production,
At the institutional level, the Committee insisted on the noed for gr€ater
consultation with the various  economic  and social Interest groups  as part of lhe
implementation  of the Lome Convention.
Lastly, tha Committee drew attention to the importance of making  adequate
arrangements lor the free movement ot workers lrom ACP countries  in the
Community  and lheir vocational training and of respectlng human  rights.
A second meeting between a delegation trom the ESC and repressntatives of ACP
employ,ers and labour was held in Luxembourg on 28 Seplember withln the
tramewcrk ot the Joint Committee ol the Consultative Assembly. On that occasion,
thers n'as a preliminary in-depth discussion on the question of textiles. lt was
uagreed to hold sudr meetings at regular intervals, as th€Committtee  had roquostod
in its Opinion,
When the Committee was preparing  its Sludy on Greece, it was able to ascertain
from its visits to the country  that the various  official and Industrial  organizations
aro in favour of Greece's becomlng a member  of the European  Communily,
The Study provided  detailed statistics on population,  general  economics  and the
various sectors of industry. The Committee noted that unemployment  was vory low
in Greece (3 to 4%), although the otficial slatlstics do not take agricultural
underemployment  and unemployment  among young people into acoount,
Neverlheless,  the €conomy as a whole is healthy, although tho level of investment
is still too low
With regard to the prospects of Greek membership of the Community,  the
Committee emphasized  the restructuring  problems involved, which would require a
contribution of capital and technology from the Community. At the same time,
Greek  membership  i9 likely to have adverse  repercusslons  In the Community  in
certain sensitive industrial sectors or lor certain  Mediterranean farm products.
The Committeo has so far only issued a proliminary  Study on Spain. lts task was
made easier by a vislt to Madrid,  which marked  the beginning of a reciprocal
process of information and communication  batween the various economic and
social interest groups In the Community  and in Spain.
Th€ Study first noted the gap lhat still exists between Spain and Europe. But it
also went on to str€ss the eflorts Spain is now making  In the ar€a of economic
recovery  and in opening up towards the outsido world.
ln its discussion of Spain's prospects for membership  in the near future, the
Committee altached  particular importance to tho question ol employment which is
now becoming a serious problem in Spain, as in thg Community,  e{tsr two decades
ot strong grounh. lf economlc stagnation were to continue, ths Committee felt that
the free movement ol workers mlght cause problsms which would be all the
greater as Spain's work force is increasing rapidly,
The Commitlee Study also dealt with th6 1970 Trede Agreement, which it felt must
be modilied  to eliminate  cartain imbalancss  which are a handicap to companies
exporting from the Community.  The Committ€e believed that the institutional
framework tor trade betwe€n the Community and Spain should be rapldly  updated
to take into account the prospsct of spain's becoming  a member of the
Community.
As a follow-up to the three Studies on the three countries which have applied for
membership in the Community,  th€ Seotion lor External Relations set up a file on
Community enlargement. This file contains ths minut€s of ths meetings which all
the Sections have held on this subi6ot, which i8 ot great importance for the
Community.
35The Committee continued to meet with representatives of the economic and social
interest  groups  ot the EFTA countries: a meeting was held with the Section for
External  Relations  on 14 March 1978 in Brussels.
Although no great progress was made in the GATT negoliations  in the year under
review, the Committee kept a watch on developments and prospects  in this area
and the Section  for External Relations  had regular meetings  with the Commission,
In vievv of the development of negotiations  between the Community and Greece,
the Committee decided to deliver an Oplnion on Greece's application for
membership o{ the Community at the November Plenary Session. In this Opinion,
which was approved by a large majority,  the Committee endorsed  and approved
Greec€r's  application for membership in the belief that it would help to consolidat€
her po itical, economic and social democracy. Whilst reserving the right to deliver
a morer detailed  Opinion on the various  problems of enlargement, the Committee
drew attention in its Opinion to a number of major problems that were likely to be
raised, namely the mutual  adaptation  of Greecg  and Community agriculture, the
necessary  adiustments in sensitive industries and the free movement  of workers.
The Ciommittes  also delivered an Opinion on the Commission's  proposals
concerning the European  Community's Generalized Taritl Preferences Scheme for
1979. Tho Committee  approved the principle underlying this instrument of
development policy and reiterated  its earlier comments. lt neverheless requested
that th'> Community  GSP scheme  become more selective as regards both countries
and products.  As tar as the textile GSP was concerned,  tho Committee did not
accept the Commission  proposal and urged that the 1978 GSP for texliles be
extendsd, though with some slight increases.  As far as the special 'cut-offs'
planned for so-called  'hybrid' products were concerned, the Committee-in order
to avoid the imposition of quotas on imporls-voiced doubts about the advisability
of doing away with them.
Alter the renewal of the Committee  in October 1978, the Section for External
Relations  continued to study relations between  the Community  and Spain.
Finally the Committee recently set up a 39 member Study Group with Mr Jonksr
as Chairman,  Mr Pfeilfer as Rapporleur, and Mr Emo Capodillsta as Co-Rapporteur,
to draw up an Opinlon on the enlargement of th€ Community.
9. ENE:RGY  POLICY
The Committee examined the 'Second  Report on the A€fiievement of Community
Energy Policy Objectives  for 1985'. Without commenting  on the figures given, it
approved  thg Commission's  line of approach, namely  that;
(i) oil imports should not exceed  500 million tonnes in 1985;
(ii) the share of oil in gross energy  consumption should bo significantly  reduced;
(iii) the Community's dependence on lmported  energy should be limited to 50 0/0.
In November,  the Commission publlshed a new report on the 'Energy Objectives
for 19S,0 and programmes of the Member States'which seemed to confirm the
adoption ol a mors gradualist approach  lowards an overall Community  €nergy
policy.
36l{ucleal
The Commitlee continued to concentrale  heavily  In this area.
It issued two Opinions on the Basic Safety Standards for the protection of tho
general public and workers against the dangers of ionising  radiation  (Rapporteur:
Mr Preben Nlelsen). On 1 June 1976, the Council of Minlsters adopted a Directive
fixing revised basic safety standards. Member States were glven until 12 July 1978
to comply. In May, the Commission proposed that the time limit for compliance  be
extended until 12 July 1980. The Commlttee,  on 12 July, issued an Opinion which:
(a) pointed  out that Member States had had sufficient iime in which to prepare
their legislation and to bring it into line, and regretted that ths Directive had not
been implemented  on schedule;
(b) stressed lhe importance in the lield of radiological  protection  ol progressively
updating Community  safety standards to take account ot developments  in
lnternational  rgs6arch:
(c) reluctantly approved  the extonsion of the deadline for compliance  with the
Directive of 1 June 1976 on condition  that;
(d) revisions updating that Directive were prepared in tho next few months.
The Commission  accepted these  Committee  views.
It published a new set of proposed revisions to the Standards in December.  These
were designed lo tako account of the latest recommendations  lssued by the
International Commission on Radiological  Protection  (ICRP). The revisions defined
new concepts and units and provided values which took account ol new metabolic
data- They were also calculated  in a more logical  way. For the tirst time, they took
accounl ol the additivity of radiation to which various organs and tissues were
exposed.  On 20 December, the Committee  endorsed  these revisions  as those it
had requested. lt gave approval  in principle to a new updating  procedure  which
would allow standards in future to be kept closely in line with the latest advances
in scientific knowledge. But it insisted that the Committee's right to be consulted
should be respected.
On 24, 25 and 26 January, the Commission held a second series of public debates
in Brussels on nuclear energy. As at the tirst session, the Committee was
represented on the panel which guided the discussions,  while other Committee
members  attended as observers. ln March. the Commission sent a Communication
to the Council  on the conclusions  it had drawn from these debates. lt suggested
that the Economic and Social Committe€  was an appropriate platform lor the
representation  of environmental  specialists'  interests. In drawing the Council's
,attention to this point, the Commission  argued that 'the inclusion of
representatives  from associations for lhe protection  of environment and the
"quality  of life" seemed,  moreover,  to be in keeping with the public opinion trends
observed  for some time in the Member  States'.
Durlng its April session, the Committee  issued Opinions  on three maior nuclear
policy issues-luel  reprocessing, fast breeder reactors and radioactive waste.  The
Committee broadly endorsed  the Commission's  thinking in all three areas.
37The C')mmittee believed that the Community should reprocess nuclear  fuels.
Given that the Community had limited indigenous  resources of  both
tossil tuels and uranium, it considered that the Community  should not follow
the negative policy  adopted by the United  States. The Committee  also believed  that
reprocessing ollered an important  contribution  to waste management. In order to
gain adequate  experience  in the reprocessing  of high burn-up oxide fuels, the
Committee believed that the Community should start constructing  lull-scale plants
in order to allow suJficient time to establish an oxido reprocessing capability  which
would rneet its future needs.
The committee noted that the use ol fast breeder r€actors provided a way ot
consuming  plutonium, thereby closing the fuel cycle. lt believed thal lhe fast
breeder option should be kept open. However,  the Committee believed it would be
wrong to underestimate the many and difficult problems  which remainsd  before
the use ot FBRS could bs established. lt was therefore essential that ihe transition
to the industrial use of FBRS be phased in as prudently as possible.  Demonstration
projects should be pursued with greater attention continuing  to be paid to safety,
radiological  protection and environmental consideration.
The Ccrmmlttee noted that the satislactory  solution  to the problem of fadioactive
waste had become  crucial  to the further  development of nuclear energy in most of
the Member  States. Approving  lhe Commission's emphasis on the management  oJ
high-activity  waste, lhe Committee  believed that reliable methods for its
solldifioation  had to be available  on an industrial scale by 1990, at the latest. lt
considtrred thal retrievable storage was only a temporary solution. The goal must
be to bury the waste in geological formations, isolated from the biosphere, where it
could remain forever. The Committee believed that responsibility  lor such
long-term storage sites could only lie with the public authorlties.
During the debate  on these Opinions,  lhe Commission  slated that it would be
submitling the Committee's  1977'Nuclear  Salety Code'Study as a background
document to the International  Nuclear  Fuel Cycle Evaluatic,n  Programme (INFCE)
initiated by President  Carter.
Hydrocarbons
Reflecting the low level of Community activity  in the sector, the Committee issued
only one Opinion.  lt dealt with changes to the Directive which currently obliged
Member Stales to hold minimum security  stocks of oil corresponding  to 90 day's
consurnption, with an exemption of up to 150/0 for oil produced and consumed
domestically.  The Committee  approved  the proposal to increase  lhe exemption
lrom lt'0/0, subject to a lormal undertaking  by the Member States concerned  that
they would maintain  trade if difficulties occurred. But in the absence of clear
criteria, the Committee  could not take the stand on the new 4Colo exemption
suggested  by the Commission.
The Committee  agreed that the exemption  should in future be extended to all
Member States, and not just the oil-producing  countrieti, in respect of their
consurrption  of oil produced within the Community.
38Coal
In July, the Committee examinod an outline plan by the Commlssion to encourage
ths sale of Community steam coal to power  stations. The Commitlee  underlined
the imporlance of measures  dosigned  to enable coal production tatgets to be
acfiieved. While noting thal the issue of linancial aid should normally be
approached with caution, the Committee considered that the proposed grant
arrangoments seemed lo be an appropriate  way of achievlng this aim. lt believed
that ths measure should be applied for a limited three-year  period. The
Commission subsequently  published  its detailed proposals for the scheme which
lhe Committee  in turn began to examine.
The Commission also publish€d a plan to increass Community aid for coking coal
from 31 mlllion EUA to 70 million EUA. Coming  under the ECSC Treaty this lell
outside the Committoes' specitic terms ol reference.
Energu saylng and allernatlye lources
On 12 June, the Council adopted  two regulations  providing  for financial support
schemes for demonstration  proiects. One covered proiects in the lisld of
energy-saving.  The other dealt with projects io exploit alternative energy sources.
Both had been endorsed by the Committee. The Commission began to implement
the schemes, with the Committee  examining  specific  aspects  where it had not
earlier done so.
Researdr end developmenl
The Council adopted the lollowing  research  programmes which had earlier been
endorsed  by lhe Committee:
Programme
Primary Raw Materials
Forecasting and Assessment  in
Science and Technology (FAST)
Exploration and Extraction of uranium
It likewise adopted a number of smaller  concerted action programmes  and a
three-year action plan on information and documentation  in science  and
technology which the Committeo  also supported.









Recyling  of Urban Waste
Reference  Materials
Thermial Water Reactor  Safety
Climat,rlogy
Decommissioning  of Nuclear Power Plants
It was preparlng opinions on:
Programme
Therm,)nuclear Fusion and JET















During the year, the Committee also initated a study on 'The Organizaiion  and
Management of Communlty  R & D'which lt hoped to complete in 1979.
10. PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT_PUBLIC HEALTH-CONSUMPTTON
Envlronmental  protecllon  and publlc health
ln the field of water pollution the Committoe issued two Opinions: one on a
proposal for a Council decision concerning  organic  micropollutants  and the other
on a proposal for a Council directive on groundwater pollution by dangerous
substances.
In its Opinion on micropollutants  the Committee  stated that priorily should be
given'to determining  those substances which, even in small quantities,  might be
harmful  to health.
The Opinion on groundwater  pollution stressed the importance oi using unilorm
terminrllogy  and including selenium  and cyanides on the list of the most
dangerous  substances.
In another Opinion, on atmospheric  pollution, the Committee  supported a
Comm ssion proposal for a programme  of research into the physico-chemical
behaviour ol atmospheric  polutants  and said that concerted action by the







CostThe Committeo  also took a look at the methods  used to evaluate the cost of
pollution control in industry. lt stated that such costs were merely ons aspect of
the environmental issus 8nd were olfset by the advanlages resulling  trom a belter
envlronmenl.  Measures  taken by industry to protect  lhe environment often gaved
money. On the other hand, if Jurther  cost burdens were placed on somo industrial
sectors and local pollution control regulatlons were applied rigldly, the competitive
position of Community industry could be undermined, and this caused the
Committee  some concern.
Other Committee  Opinions on chemical pollution  dealt with fluorocarbons,
solvents, food dyes and antioxidants used in lood. In the lirst of these the
Committee  particularly stressed  the dangers of using th€ chlorofluoromethanes
F-1 1 and F-12 and in its Opinion on solvents it urged ths Member  States to
incorporate Community Directives into their national law and ensure that they were
really implemented.  The Committee regretted that dyes which had not been
banned by the Scientitic Committes for Food could still be used in foodstuffs and
emohasized  the need for more consumer information on antioxydants used in food.
The Committse  endorsed the revision of the environmental  research  programme
and stressed the need for adequate funds to meel research  needs and to ease
financial restraints which had led to some measures being axed despite their
ecological  valus. In ihis context the Committee had previously requested that the
second programme should provide for resaarch on noise pollution, particularly  in
towns and cities. at work and in recreational areas.
The Committee also welcomed ongoing  Community action in medical  research. lt
proposed that attention  be directed  to cancer, particularly as regards prevention,
diagnosis, treatment and post-operatlve surveillance.
The Cornmittee  also dratted a sludv on ihe hazards of asbeslos used tor man and
the environment.
Conaumea plolectlon
In an Opinion on home study courses, the Committee called for greater protection
for persons  wishing to follow  correspondance and audio-visual training courses.
The Committee  also endorsed the 14th amendmenl  to the Food Preservatives
Directive. The Committee emphasized  that the provisions on information should be
adhored  to when the Directive is enacled at national level.
Tha Committee also urged the Commission  to iurn its attention as soon as
possible to the entire range ol fruit and vegetable preservatives  since some
fungicides in use in the Member  States fall outside the Directive.
At a more general level, the Committee is currently drafting a study on judicial and
quasi-iudicial measures for consumer protection. The study is in line wilh the
findings ol the seminar held in Montpellier in November  1975. The Committee
stresses the need to simplify current iudicial procedures  in the Member States
and, where appropriat€, to introduce new arrangements  to improve consumer
access to the courts.
41Chapter III
Press Relatlons and outslde edro
While most people in the Community know about its exist€nce, ignorance aboul its
powers and th€ way it functions  is still widespread 6ven among prolessional
observers of the polilical scene. In this context the greatest handicap for the
Economic and Social  Committee in achieving appreciation  for its activities  among
the general public is undoubtodly  lts title which immediately  projects a mistaken
conception. To remedy  this state ol aifairs,  one of the first tasks of the Press and
Information  Division is to present this institution not as a Committee  but as the
Consultative  Assembly  which it is in reality.
Despite this handlcap, it can be roported that as tar as the press is concerned, the
Gommittee  has received growing recognition which in turn roilects its steady
growth of influence.  The amount ot space its activities receive in the press is
small, it is true, and the frequency  of reJerences  made to ils exislencs remains
unsatistactory.  Nevertheless, the Committee  is menlioned  much more often than
before and a groater interest has been shown by Editors-inchief  in what it does. lt
seems as if they have recognized in the past year that there is more to the
European  Community  than merely the meetings of ths Council ot Ministsrs  and the
Commission's proposals.
There has bsen a sharp increase (of 210%) in the number of press clippings,  radio
broadcasts and TV coverage concerning  the Commitlee  received or noted in the
general  secretariat over the year. This compares to a rise of 250/o in 192. The
averag€ number of TV coverages has risen from one to two a month. Of course,
the press clippings received or the broadcasts  reported to us can in no way be
near complete tigures but only indicative ones,  Nevertheless,  they help us to gauge
the kind o1 echo the Committee is getting in the Member States. A considerable
advance has been made in France in the period under  review as woll as in ltaly.
Newspapers in Belgium,  lreland,  the United Kingdom  and Germany still lead the
field in that order in the annual total ol clippings  received.
It is panicularly the controversial  opinions  which arouse most press interest,  as
well as those occasions  wh€n the Committee makes original contributions  to the
43Community legislative procedure by feeding  in new ldeas or by urging action In a
hitherto neglected field.
In addition,  three noteworthy  events in the lite ol the Committee  have locussed
press interest: they were ths 20th anniversary  celebrations,  the renewal of the
Commiltee  and the election of Madame  Baduel Glorioso as President.  The fact that
this deoision brought tor the first time a woman to the supreme function in one of
the Cornmunity  institutions was sulficiently spectacular to receive worthy  attention
in tho t)ress.  Whenever  the activities of the Committee are taken to the Member
countries, especially at the periphery of the Community  or outside il, press
coverage improves considerably  in comparison to their repercussion  in Brussels.
For obvious rea$ons, they become lront-line news, especially  when dealing with a
Europe'en problem that has local impact. The meeting of the Regional Section  in
Londonderry and its connected visit to Donegal,  coupled with its recommendations
for the ar6a, is a case in point. lt was widely covergd on both sides of the border
(lrelancl and United Kingdom) in the press, radio and television. So were the
President's visit to lreland and to Africa and the visits of study groups or
delegations to Greece,  Spain and Glasgow,  and Nice.
The pross paid a good deal of atlentlon to the Committee's opinions on employee
participation  and company slructure, on liability tor defective products, on
agricullural prices, on part-time work and on the debate concerning the
Committee's  plans for improving its own procedure and working methods.  The
Committgo's proposals concerning the problems  between the EEC and East
Europern countries  on transporl, an own initiative opinion adopted in November
1977, continued to gain publicity in the year under review. Other subjects whic*r
also faled well were the Committee's views on Greece, on nuclear  problems  and
protection  against ionising radiation, its demands for prolection against the
pollution of the sea as well as underground water and aids to shipbuilding. Not
surprisingly, pride of place went to the debates on the economic  situation,
monetary disordar and the European monetary system in which the President of
the Commission, Roy Jenkins, and its Vice-President,  Frangois-Xavier Ortoli, took
an active oart.
Tho number of groups vlsiting the Committee has also shown a steep rise. (350/0)
Thls year'144 groups, totalling 3752 persons, were either received at the General
Secreterriat or met by Committee officials and given a talk on the Committee's role
and its various activities. The nationalities of these groups also deserve  a mention:
whilo interest in Germany has kept steady throughout, the years after 1973
broughl in mainly groups trom lhe new Member States, UK, Denmark and lreland.
In 1978, there has been a growth of interest in France and we have received  a
number ot groups from there. All kinds oI categories were represented among the
visitors to the ESC. They included farmers, managers,  trade unionists, party
groups, federationists, consumers,  women's groupes,  students, otticlals, journalists,
and others. Not only the Member States were represented, but also visitors lrom
Greece,  Portugal, Egypt and other African countries.
The Ji€ld of publications has also witnessed an upswing in the period under
review. The explanatory leaflet on the Committee was produced  in Greek, Spanish
and Portuguese  and the following pamphlets were published: The Directory ol the
44rsnewod Commitlss; 20th Annivorsary of the ESC; Employment  in Agriculture
(Study); Monetary Disorder (Opinion);  Small and Medium-Sized Entarprisss in the
Community Cont€xt (Opinion); Industrial Change and Emptoyment (Opinion);
EEC'S Transport Problems  with European  Countries (Opinion); Youth and
Unomploymont-Eduoation and Training  (5 Opinlons); Harmonization  of Social
Legislation  (Documentation); Employee  Partlcipation  and Company Structure
(Opinion).
This oompares  with three publications  produced in 1977.
On the whole, the picture shows an improvement.  But the Committee  still has
captured the attention  of only a small sector of public opinion.  A particular  field
which lies iallow, and a particularly  important one in the coming year, is that ot the
political parties which will be competing  for votes In the direct elections  for the
European Parliament. Otien highly placed persons  have lit e knowledge  of the
Committee. Whatever initiativas  the Secretariat  General  might engender, the




ln accordance with the Treaty of Romo, the Members  of the Committee  are
personally appoinled by the Council from lhE ,repressntativs of the various
categories of economlc  and social activlty; in particular, representatives of
producers, farmers, carriers, wofkers, dealers, crattsmen, prolessional ocoupations
and representatives  ol general public'.
Article 19 of the Rules ol Procedure  of th6 Committee  allows members of the
committee  to form, on a voluntary basis, .groups represen ng employers,  workers
and the othsr categories of economic and social activily,,
Group I is made up of represontatlves  of priyate and publlc enterprises, commerce,
transport, banks and insurance.
Group ll comprises the representatives ol tho mo6t lmportant nationel trade-union
organizations.
Group lll includes  representatlves of agriculturs,  small craft industries, small and
medium-sizod  industrlal and trading businesses,  protessional occupations,
family-welfare and consumer  association8, and bodies reprss€nting  various
intorests.
GROUP I_EMPLOYERS
At the end ot the four-year torm of otflce Group I badB farowell  to almost half its
members, a great€r  proportlon  than in any other Gtoup, At th6 inaugural  session
on 18 October  1978 sixteen  nsw memb€rs w6r6 welcomed  to the G-roup, among
them a numb€r of influentlal  persons from the energy soctors, bringing tho total t;
forty-ono.
The Group Chairman,  elected at the above ssssion tor the two ysars 197g-1980,  is
Mr H. W. Staratzke,  assisted by two Vive-Chairmen,  Mr Bernaert and Mr Masprone.
47Group I members elected to the new Committee Bureau  are:







Three Section Chairmen  were elected from among the employer members  as
tollows: Mr Hatry (Section  for Energy and Nuclear Questions), Mr van Campen
(Section lor lndustry, Commerce,  Crafts and Services) and Mr de Precigout
(Section  for External Relations)'
satisfactory liaison has continued with the four community-wide induslrial  and
commerrcial organisations which  are represented in the Employers' Group; UNICE'
the Union of lndustries es ol the European  Community;  CEEP, the European  Centre
for Put)lic Enterprieses;  coccEE,  the committse  of commercial  organization  in the
EEC; :rnd the fermanent Conference of Chambers of Commerce and Industry of
the EEC. All Group I members were invited to participate in the UNICE'S  20th
anniversary conferJnce  on 7 December 1978 to hear eminent speakers  including
the Presid;nt  of the Council of Ministers, Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and the
President  of the Commission,  Mr Hoy Jenkins.
Among the Opinions which raisod particular  inierest for the Employers  Gtoup
during the year were those on Product Liability,  where a losing batlle was lought
{or o*lr a iear to achieve a reasonable consensus of opposing  views, the Green
Paper on Worker  Participation, the organization  of the Market in Ethyl Alcohol of
Agricultural  origin and the Economic Situation of the Community in which special
emphasis  was laid on further action to stimulate  demand and create  employment.
The Committee's  work on Studies of Portugal,  Spain and Greece,  amplified by
visits to these countries, was welcomed by ihe Commission; in November  a
Subcorrmittee was set up to examine the wider aspects of enlarging the
Community.  A Study on the Organisation and Managment  of Community Research
and Development begun a the request of the Energy Section for completion ln
1979, is also attracting considerable attention.
In February  the External Relations  section Chairman, Mr Carstens,  led a delegation
on an lnstructivo visit to the African  countries of Ghana, Mali, Togo and the
Cameroons as part of ths work on the implementation  o{ the Lom6 convention
(Lom6 ll). On the institutional  side, members of the Employers Group have been
concerned at the apparenthy increasing  number ol requests for Opinions given at
stlch $hort notice that the Committee  has been obliged to use its emergency
procedure and have sked that this b€ discussed with the Council and the
Commission.  lt has been also feli that there was room lor improvement in the way
EC policyls explained In the Member  States and that oare should be taken to
prevent  inaccurate accounts in the national media from taking  root.
Employer members are very interested  in the development of relations  with the
European  Parliament  and hopg to see those extonded in the months leading to the
llrst direct elections.
iaFinally it is hoped that the eftorts being made to r6duce monetary  instability  by the
croation ot a European  Monetary  Sytem will prove to be a roal step towards
European  intsgratlon.
GROUP II_WORKERS
Group ll represenls the European  trade unions in the Economic and Social
Committee.  lt has 50 members.
Wh€n the Committee was re-elected in  October 1929, Mr Debunne
(Belgium-FGTB)  was re-elected Group Chairman.  Mr pfeiffer (Germany-DcB)
and Mr Nyrup  Rasmussen (Denmark-Lo) were the new Vice-Chairmen_
Tho following  Group ll members  now sit on the Committee Bureau:
the Committee  Chairman, Mrs Baduel  Glorioso (ltaly-CISL)
LIr van Greunsven  (Netherlands-NW-FNV)
Mr Delourme  (Belgium-FGTB)
Mr Friedrichs (Germany-DcB)
Mr Laval (France-F.O.)
Mr Jenkins (United Kingdom-Tuo)
Mr Nyrup  Rasmussen (Denmark-LO)
In addition, the Chairmen ot the following Sections are members of Group ll:
Mr Houlhuys  (Belgium-Csc)  : Section for Social Questions
Mr Hoff mann (Germany-OTv)  : Section for Transport  and Communications
Mr Milne (UK-TUC) ; Section for Regional Devslopment
Throughout the persistent economic crisis, Group ll has on a number  of occasions,
including Plenary Sessions, d6fended several important  obiectives,  such as:
(i) measures lo combat unemployment  (new iob creation, shorter working hours);
(ii) counter-lntlation  measures  and lhe need for structural  ohanges;
(iii) maintaining achievements  in ths social sector and increasing  purchasing
power.
During  the last term of office, the Group also repeatedly discussed the reform and
improvement of the Committee's working methods. Discussions focussed  on th6
following  points:
(a) the possibility of appointing assistants to increase tho Commlttee's efficiency
and lighten the membars'  workload;
(b) the nesd for equal representation ot employers and workers on ths Committee;
(c) the possibility of issuing divergent opinlons when a compromise  cannot be
reached;
(d) improving  relations with the Councll,  the Commission and the Eurooean
Parliament.
49Group ll will continue to pursue  some of these reforms, dop€nding on thsir priority
and their chances of succos in the short and medium  term.
GROUP III_VARIOUS  INTERESTS
Group lll has 53 members  who represent interests other than, and even opposed
to, tho$e of Ihe majot producers and organized labour.
A large part of lhe Group represents  occupalional  interests, i. e. farmers, small and
mediurn-sized  businessmen  in the trade and industry sector, members of the
profes$ions, executive and administrative staff. In other words, the 'middle
classes' in the sense in whici the term is us€d in some countries.  Another  large
grouping consists of representativos  concerngd with various aspects of the general
inierest. This grouping reflects the existenca of certain movements  concerned with
the underlying balanco  ot society;  in the main it is composed of representatives of
consunler interests, environmentalists and tamlly organizations.
Prior to the renewal of the Committee in September 1978, the Group's  Chairman
was Sir John Peel, a doctor. During this period the Group tackled  certain
dilficulties caused  by the presence within its membership ol two bodies of interest
which ,lften took opposing lines.
The idr:a that the unity of the Group could be based  on the concept of the quality
of life--something  which all these interests defend or contribute  to in one way or
anothsr-should  in the normal course of evenls inspire Group lll with a new sense
of cohosion.
The renewal ot the Commitlee did not lead to any major changes in the overall
composition and internal balance  ol the Group.
The Group elecled as its Chairman,  Mr Manlio Germozzi,  President  of ths Union of
Cratt Industries of the EEC (UACEE),  and Chairman's  representatjve  and
Secreirry-General  ol the General  ltalian Confederation ot Crafts.
The G roup's olf icers, and its representation  ln the Committee's  Bureau, broadly
rsllect the balance belween the difterent calegories  of interests represented  within
the Group itself.
The replacement ol a third of its members is calculated lo ensure the vitality and
dynamism of the Group,  necessary if it is to consolidate  its position within the
Economic  and Social Committee,  All lhe members  of the Group are fully conscious
of the tact that they represent interests whici, despite their special  {eatures and
separate  structures, must voice a distinctive viewpoint.Chapter V
Attendance al conferenceg,  etc.
In 1978, as in past years, the Commiltee  maintained  contact with representative
bodies in Europe by sending delegates, wherever  possible, to the various
conferences, etc. to whlcfi it wes invited. Th€ meetings  attended by Commiltee
reDrgsentatives  were as follows:
. International syrnposium organlzed by  the
International Centre for Europaan Training on tho
theme: 'Rsview ol present and future activities  of the
European  Community  on the €ve ol direct olections to
the Europ€an  Parliament'
. Symposium organized  by ths European Union of
General Medical Practitioners on the themo: 'The
future role of general modicine in the EEC'
. 7th  Annual Economic  Conference of  the
Confsderalion ot lrish Industry
. Geremonial Session marl(ng the 25th Anniversary of
the ECSC Consultative Commilt€s
. 20lh Anniversary  of the Founding  of the Permanent
Conter€nce of chambers of Commeroe and of
Industry of the EEc
. lnternalional symposium  held by the Natlonal Farm
Exhibition  centre on the th€mo: '7he world's lorests'
. 'Spring Study Days' hold by the European
Conservative  Group.on ihe European  Parliament
. Invitation to the 'Bruges Week' and discussions  on
the thsme:'A Community  of twelve? The impact of
turther enlargement on the European  Communities'
I and 10 January
in Brussels








1 to 3 March
in Palis
7 to I March
in Baden-Baden
16 to 18 Maroh
in Bruges
51. Seminar organized  by the Genaral  Confederation of  SApril
Italian Agricutture on tho theme: 'Farmers and  in sorrento
Eurcroe'
. European symposium organized  by the NCW (Dutch 6 and TApril
Fed€rration ot Christian  Employers)  and the UNIAPAC in Rotterdam
(lnternational Union of Christian Managers)  on the
therns: 'The socio-political  role of business managels
in a consensus-managed  economy'
. lnternational seminar of ihe Liaison Committee  on  13 April
the Transporting and Handling of Goods on the  in Paris
thenre:  'The luture oi European  Goods Transport'
. 42nd International  Fair of Craft Trades and meeting 22 April
ol tl're Steering Commitlee  of the Union of Master in Milan
Craltsmen  ot the EEC
. 14th Annual Meeting of the European Association ol  26 to 2SApril
Maes Consumption  Specialilies  on the theme: in Dublin
'Self- Medication and its lmpact on Health and on
Economy'
. Inter'disciplinary meeting organlzed  by the European 27 to 28 Aptil
Integration Association  (Reg. Association) on the  in Brussels
theme: 'The role ol the social components in the
European  Community'
. Conference organized by the Waler Research Centre April
of Henley-on-Thames on the theme: 'The use of
sewage sludg€'
. Invitation to the conference organized by the  2 and 3 May
General Contederation  of Small and Medium-Sized in Pari6
Undertakings  and Employers  on the theme: 'Small
and Madium-Sized  Undertakings and International
Tradel
. Seminar ot the lrish Congresg of Trade Unions on  5 and 6May
the lheme: 'Equality  tor women  and the role of the  in Wicklow
ESC in connection therewith'  (lreland)
. Annuirl meeting ol  the German Employers  22 and 23 May
Federation  in Berlin
. 60th National Congress of the CNMCCA (National 23 to 25 May
Con{ederation o{ Mutual Societies, Co-operatives and  in Biarritz
Agricultural  Credit Organizations) on the theme:  'The
'mutual society' movement and agricultural
coopsratlves in France'
52conlerence  organized  by th€ organization for small
and Medium-Sized  Enterprise6 in the EEC
Intornational Labour Conlerence
Inaugural session of the Annual Congrsss ol the
Europa-Union  Deutschland on the theme: 'Europoan
elections-ths fulure of democracy in Europe'
International  Symposium  on ihs  Updating  of
Knowledge  about Transport in Europa, organizod  by
the Association for the DEvelooment of Vocational
Training in Transport
Colloqulm EsG-Economic and Social Commlttee of
Provence--C6te  d'Azur
110th Congress  of the TUC
. 2nd European  Congress  of Agricultural  Economlsts
. Meeting organized  by the Univorsity of Mannhsim on
the them6: 'The creation of a Europsan lnstitution  for
Consultative Commlttees'
. Spanish  Congress  on Vocatlonal Tralnlng
. Invitation io the Ceremony celobrating the 10th
annivsrsary of the Commiitee of Family  Organizations
in the European  Communities (COFACE)
. 26th Triennial  Congress of the International  Chamber
of Commerce
. lsl European  Congress ot Tax Ad\risory Bodies
organized by th€ European  Tax Confederatlon
2 June
in London




27 to 30 June
in Parls
20 and 21 July
Nice
4 to I September
in Brighton




25 to 29 September
in Madrid
2 Octobsr  '1978
in Brussels
1 to 6 October
in Orlando
(Florida)
13 to 14 October
in Strasbourg
. Invitation to the closlng c€remony ol the meeting  23 October
organized  by the Advisory Committee of Barristers of  in Brussels
the European Communlty on tha Professional ldentlty
Card (tree movement  of lawysrs)
. Annual Assembly ot the Pharmaceutical Group ol the  22 to 25 October
European Communlty  in Seville
5t]. Debate  organlzed by the Executive Committee of the  4 November
Gernran Trade Union Federation  on the theme:  in FranKurt
'Europe-Hopes  and Realities, Social  Prospects for a
United Europe'
. Congress  organized by the Giuseppe Famin Study  11 to 12 November
Centre on the Commission proposals  on worker  in Faenza
parti,sipation  (ltaly)
. Invit.rtion to lunch with a delegation from The  14 Novembet
Institute of Directors, The Executive Council  and the  in Strasbourg
Presidents  of European  Institutions
. Preliminary symposium organlzed  by the National  16 and 17 November
Liaison Committee  lor Mulual Socielies, Cooperatives  in Brussols
and Associations on the theme: 'Place of non-Profit
Making  Organizations in the Europe  of 1980'
. Invitaiion by 'European  Realities ol the Present-Day'  1 and 2December
to the symposium on the theme: 'What are the  in Brussels
fundamental  issues at stake in connection with
elections to the European  Parliament,'
. Conference organized by UNICE  (Union of lndustries 7 December
of the European  Community)  on the theme: 'Firms  in Brussels
need Europe; Europe  needs firms'
. lnternational  symposium organized  by the European  14 December
League for Economic Cooperation on the therne: in Brussels
'The ()conomic  revival in Europe'
. Gongress of the Dutch Trade Union Federation  1A to 20 Decembel
in Amslerdam
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Be-appolntment  of the Commlttee
On 17, 18 and 19 October 1978, the Economic  and Social ComDitlee held the
inaugural ssssion ot its sixth tour-year term of office. Representatives of the
Council and the Commisslon  wer€ prosent. The meeting elected Mrs Fabrizia
Baduel Glorioso as Chalrman and Mr Renaud and Mr Roseingrave as
Vice-Chairmen,  all three to sorvs for a period of two years. The following  were also
elected as Members  of the Bureau:
Mr Ammundsen  Mr Oelourme  Mr Betns
Mr Bsrna€rt  Mr Fri€drichs  Mr Butler
Mr Hipp  Mr van Greunsven  Mr Chabrol
Mr Loughrey  Mr J€nklns  Mr Hennig
Mr Masprone  Mr Laval  Mr Hilkens
Mr Miller  Mr Nyrup Basmuss€n  Mr Plga
The complete list of Commltt6e Members appoinled  by the Council tor the
1978-1982 period is given in the Appendix to the present Annual Report.
55Chapter  Vll
Inlernal affalrs of ihe General Secrelarial
Following Mr DelJo Dellini's retirement on 6 July 1978, the Council ofthe European
Communilies,  on lhe recommendation  ot the Committee's Bureau, appointed
Mr Roger Louet Secretary-General  of tho Committee  on 22 December  1978.
1. STAFF
From an overall point of view the reorganization of the General Secretariat in 1976
enabled  the Economic and Social Commiitee lo carry out its functions. The Bureau
did, however,  noto that some parts of the Secretariat  needed strengthening and it
therefore  asked the budgetary authorities  to approve the creation  of a number ol
new posts, theroby raising the number  of staff from 305 to 315.
The General  Secrotariat also engaged  a small number  of auxiliary and local statf.
fn the field ot personnel  managemenl, special attention  was paid to basic and
advanced  training.
2. BUDGET
The appropriatlons for the 1978 financial  year were 15 751 660 EUA (1 EUA :  BFR
41.3015).  This represented an increase ol 13.140/o over the appropriations  for 19ZZ
which totalled  11499600 ua. (1 UA = BFR 50).
This incrgase in the volume of the appropriatlons was a direct consequence of the
considerable  increase  in the cost of livlng. Much of the increase was accounted
for by an increase in the appropriations for statf and for expenditure on Committee
and working groups.










General  Dlrectorale tol lnformatlon, Plannlng  and Coordlnatlon ol Conbultatlve




Presis, Information and Publications Division
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Spe'rialized Departmeni  for Coordination and Production of Documents
D i recto I ate A-Ad m i n i st r at i on-Di rector
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DeDartment for lnternal Questions
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. Protection of the Environment.  Public Health and Consumer  Atfairs




. Regional  Development
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Divisrion tor Industry,  Commerce,  Crafts and Services
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. Triansport and Communications
. Energy and Nuclear Questions





. Group l: Employors
. Grouo ll: Workers
. Grouo lll: Various lnterests
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Llst ot members ol the
Economic  and Soclal Committee
classlfled by country
their quallflcalions  I
and by Group 
2
1 For obvious reasons we hav€ be6n unable to ligt all the qualitications,  etc. ol
members. Only thg members'  most representative functlons in their respective
countrios are given,
2 Group of Employers :  I
Group of Workers  : ll
Group of Various Interests:  lllBelgium
L6on Bernaert
Clement  De Bievre






















Chairman of the Committee tor Social
Questions of the Belglan Business Federa-
tion (FEBiVBO)
Director of the Department for Economic
Affairs of the Belgian Business Federation
(FEBfuBO)
General  Consultant  of the Associatlon of
Belgian Banks (ABB/BVB)
Secretary-General  ot the Belgian General
Federation ol Labour (FGTB-ABW)
Attached to the Ressarch  Department  of
the Confederation of Christian Trade
Unions (Belgium) (CSC-ACV)
Assistant General Secretary of the Belgian
General Federation of Labour (FGTB-
ABVV)
Chairman of the Central Statlstics  Council
and lecturer at the University  ol Ghent
Economic Adviser to the Executive of the
Belgian Farmers' Union
Managing Director  of the Belgian Oil Fed-
eration; Member of the governing  body of
the Belgian General Industrial Federation
Chairman  of the Confederation of Christian
Trade Unions  (Belgium) (ACV-CSC)
General  Secretary of the National Christian
Union ot the Middle Classes  (NCMV)








Poul Nyrup  Rasmussen
Mols Sorensen
Kaj Strom-Hansen
Danish Employers'  Federation's spokes-
man on Inlernalional  Affairs
Head of Department (lnternational  Atlairs)
in ihe Oanish Industrial Councll  Depart-
mgnt
Vice President,  Danis,h Consumers'  Council
Head of Department In the Danish AgricuF
turaf Council (Tnde and Market Policy
Department)
Senior Citizens' Weltare Oiticer;  former
member of the Folketing (Danish Parlia-
ment)
Economic Adviser in the Danish Trads
Union Confederation (LO)
Economic Adviser in the Danish Trade
Union Conlederation (LO)
Member of the FTF'S Busino6s  Commitlee,
Danish  Managers'  Association










Reinhard Blasig  I  Member ot the Board of the German Fed-
eral Labour Office
Helmuth Cammann  I  Secretary-General of ths Federal Assooia-
tion of German  Banks
Dietmar Cremer  ll  Head of Sectlon, Economic Policy Depart-
ment, at the Federal  Council of the German
Trade Union Federation (DGB)
Klaus Bonedict von  lll  Director at the Institute for Reactor
der Deoken  Comoonents  of J0lictt Nuclear Reserarch
Establishment GmbH
Ursula Engelen-Koter ll  Advisor in the Social Policy  Department,
Federal  Executive  Commitiae  of th€ Ger-
man Trade Union Conlederalion  (DGB)
Hermann Frsdersdorf  lll  Federal Deputy  Chairman of the German
Civil Servants'  Trade Union (DBB)
Karl-Heinz Friedrichs  ll  Head of the Economic  Department ot the
Executive  Commlttee  of the Trade Union
for the Metal Industry
Werner Hennig  lll  Head of Division at the Head Office of Ger-
man Federal Railways
Hedda lleuser  lll  Executive  Board Member of the German
Doclors'  Congress
Wolfgarg Hlpp  I  Assistant Secretary-General of the Federa-
tion ol German Chambers  of Commerce
and Industry, Bonn
Karl-Heinz Hoflmann  ll  Deputy-Chairman  of the Federation of Pub-
lic Services and Transport  Workers  (Cen-
tral Bureau of the OTV)
Johannes M. Jaschick  ltl  Ex€cutive  Member  ol the Board of the Ger-
man Consumers'  Association  (AGV)
Henrich Kolbenschlag lll  Ex secretary-General, Former Execulive
Member  ot the Bureau of the Confederatlon
of German  Crafts
62c roup
Gerd Muhr  ll  Deputy-Chairman of the German FBdera-
tlon of Trade Unions  (DGB)
Lothar Noumann  lll  Member ot the Central Committee ol the
German  Consumers'  Association
Herbert Nierhaus  Member  of the National Exocutive  Commit-
tee of DAG (German Employees  Trade
Union)
Alois Pfeitfer  ll  Member  of the Federal Governing Board of
tho German Federation ot Trade Unions
(DGB)
Fludolf Schnleders  I  Secretary-Genera, to the National  Federa-
tion of Farmers' Unions
Fritz Seydaack  I  Spok€sman of the Managlng  Board ot
Horten AG, Dusseldorf
Hans-Werner Staratzke  I  Executive Msmber of the Central Commit-
tee ob the Textile Induslry's General  A6-
sociation
Kete Strobel  lll  Member of the German Consumars Asso-
ciation  (AGV)
Meria Weber  ll  Depuly Chairman of the German Federation
of Trade Unions (DGB)
Hans-Jiirgen Wlck  I  Secretary  General of the 'Deutsch€r  Raltf-
elsenverband e. V,'
Helnz Zunkler  I  Managing Diroctor of th€ Resderei und
Spedition 'Braunkohls' GmbH C Shipping





























Expert of the Economic Department of the
French  Confederation of Labour (CFDT)
General Secrgtary of the French Christian
Workers' Federation (CFTC)
Vice Chairman of the National Young
Farmers' Centre (CNJA)
Chairman of the National  Union of Family
Associations  (UNAF)
Executive Membar  ot the National Farmers'
Association (FNSEA)-President  of COPA
Honorary Chairman  ol the National Federa-
tion of Pharmacists
Chairman of ihe Frencfi  General  Confed-
eration of Executive Staffs (CGC)
Assislant Director for lnternational  Affairs
at the Standing Assembly  ot Agricultural
Chambers
General representative of the National Fed-
eration  of Department and Muttiple  Stores
President  of the French Energy  Institute
Member of the Gov€rning Board of the
General Confederation of Labour (CGT)
Delegate of the President of the National
Council  of the French Employers'  Federa-
tion (CNPF) in charge of international  rela-
tions
Chairman of the Council Confederation  oi
SmalF and Medium-Sized  Enterprises
Secretary-General of the National  Federa-


















Vlce-Ohairman ot th€ Nationel  Confodeta-
tion tor Farmors'Mutual  Insuranca, Coop-
€ratlon and Cr€dlt
Natlonal Secrotary ot the French  Trade
Unlon Conf6deration (CGT-FO)
Vlce-Chairman of the National Confedera.
tion ot Crafts and Trad€s
Associate of th6 Natlonal Executlve of the
General Confed€ratlon of Labour (CGT)
Honorary Chalrman  of the Confodgratlon  ot
Textil€ Industries: Chalrman  of tho Standing
Committee of the CNPF (French Employors
Confederatlon)
Former Chalrman of th6 National  Fed6ra-
tion for Road Transport
National  Secretary of the Fronoh Genoral
Confederation ot Labour-Force  ouvrl6re
(cGr-Fo)
National Secretary of the French Demo-
crctie Contederatlon ot Labour (CFDT)
Chairman of the Frendt Economlo and
Soclal Councll
President ot the Strasbourg Chamber  ol
Commerc€ and Industry.  Prosid€nt of tha





John F, Carroll  ll  Vice-President  of lrish Transport and
Gensral Workers' Union
Henry J. Curlis  ll  Senior Official of tho General an'd Munici-
Dal Worksrs'  Union
John N. Kenna  I  Director of Transport and Foreign Trade of
the Confederation of lrish Industry
Patrick Lane  lll  Prosidant of the lrish Farmers' Association
Anthonv Leddy  lll  Presldent, lrlsh Creamery Milk Suppliers'
Association
Patriok  J. Lougnrey  I  President of lhe lrish National  Committee
of the lnternational  Chamber  of Commerce
Patrick Murphy  ll  President, Federation  of Rural Workers
Gordon  A. Pearson  I  National Executive  Member of thg Feder-
ated Union of Employers





























Chairman of the 'Terni Societa oer l'lndus-
tria e l'Elettricita'
Head of the International  Relations Bureau
oI the ltalian Con ederalion of Trade
Unions (CISL)
Chairman ol Fiat's Committee on Com-
munity Problemg
Nalional Secretary of the ltalian Genaral
Confederation of Labour (CGIL)
Asslstant to the Central Director for Exter-
nal Relations ol the ENI (National  Hydro-
carbons Board)-Rome
National Secretary of the ltallan General
Confederation of Labour (CGIL)
In charge of lhe International  Aftairs Bur-
eau of the UIL (ltalian  Labour Union)
Member  of the administratlve  Council ol
Federconsorzi  (Federation of Agricultural
Consortia)
Executive Board Member of the ltallan
Confederation of Trade Unions (CISL)
Membor of the Bureau and Secrstary-Gen-
eral ol the General ltalian Confederation
ol Crafts
Natlonal  Secretary of the Fedoration ot
Workers in the constructlon  and wood-
working trades (Fe. NEAL-UlL) ltalian
Labour Union
Special Assistant for Community  Prob-
lems-General Contederation  ol ltalian
lndustry (Confindustria)
Secretary-General  of FILTA (ltalian Fed-
eralion of Textile  and Garment Workerg)  a




















Director  of the International  Relations De-
partment o the Confederation of ltalian
Cooperatives in Romo
Vice-President  of the 'Confederazions  lta-
liana Coltivatori' (ltalian Farmers'  Conf€d-
oration)
Hoad of Division in charge of international
r€lations ot Contagricoltura  (General Oon-
federation of ltalian Agriculture)
Member of the Executive Committee of the
Cooperative Credit Section ot the National
Labour Bank
Professor, Faculty of Economics  and Trade,
University  of Rome
Responsible  for lnternalional  agricultural
relations and common agricultural  policy
in the National Contederation of Owner
Farmers
In charge of relations with International
Bodles at Montedison S. p. A.-Milan
Vice-Ohairman of ths Committee of Com-
mercial Organizations ol the EEC
Member of the Executiva Board of the lta-
lian General  Confederation  of Labour
(cGrL)
Secretary-General ol the UIL (llalian  Trade
Union Federation)












Secretary-General of lhe Contral A$ocla-
tion of Luxembourg Farmors
Honorary Director of lhe Luxembourg
Chamber  of Commerce.  Chairman  of the
Board of the Luxembourg  Stook Exchange
Secretary-General  ot the Luxembourg
Chrlstian Trades Union Confederation
Director of the Luxembourg  Chamber  ot
Commerce
President of the Luxemboury Fedention
ol Rallway and Transport Workers, Civil
Servants  and Employees




C. A. Eios  lll  Extraordinary  lecturer at the Free Univers-
ity of Amsterdam
Pieter Bukman  lll  Chairman Netherlands  Christian Farmers'
and Horticulturalists'  Union
J. Ph. lvl. von Campen  I  Adviser to the Employers  Organizations
Thomas Etty  ll  Internalional policy advlsor, Dutch trade
union federation  (FNV)
L.N.Goris  lll  Assistant Secretary ol the Council  lor
Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprisos
J. M. \i\l. van Greunsven  ll  Executive Board Member of the Nether-
'lands Catholic Trade Union Federation
(NKV}
G. H. E. Hilkens  lll  Secretary of the Dutch Council for Family
Matters;  Member of the Board for Contact
with Consumers
J.A. Hubregtse  ll  National  Secretary  of the Trade Union of
Employees  in Agriculture  and the Food-
stuffs lndusrry (AvB-Nvv)
Sjouke Jonker  I  Consultant to the Dutch Business Confed-
eration  (VNO)
Willem Jonker  I  Board Member of Nederlands Vervoers
Overley  (Dutch Transport Authorlty)
Bartholomeus Pronk  ll  International Expert with the Christian
National Federation of Trade Unions in
the Netherlands
























General Secretary and Treasurer, National
Union of General and Municipal Workors
Genaral Secretary,  Associated  Sooiety  ot
Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (AS-
LEF)
Deputy President ot the Natjonal Farmers'
Unlon
Member ol the National Consumer  Counoil
(UK)
Solicitor ,in private practice
Former Chief Executive and Town Clerk of
th€ London Borough ot Greenwich
Deputy Chairman of Forrantl Ltd.
Parliamentary  Secretary of the Co-opera'
tive Unlon Ltd.
President  ot the Natlonal Union of Mlne-
workers
Chairman ot the Northern  lreland Fishery
Harbour Authority
Asslstant Secretary  of the International De-
partment of Trades  Unlon Congress (TUC)
Part-time  Director of the National Frelght
Corporation
Director of the Olass  C€ramica  Ltd.
General Secretary of the National Union of
Tailors and Garment  Workets (UK)
Executive Director of Save and Prosper
Group Ltd.
Chairman and Chief Exocutive  Gas Gather-











M. J. G. Wyll6
Maurice Zinkln
General  Secrotary  of the Scottish Trados
Union Congress  (STUC)
National  Woman Otflcer, Transport and
General  Workers' Union
Deputy Director ot the Consumers'  Asso-
ciation and Research  Director,  Research
Institute for Consurner  Aflairs
Vice-Chancellor, University of Essex
Crown Agent for Overseas  Governments
and Adminislrations
Director  of Anglo-American  Asphalt  Co. Ltd.,
Chairman of Post Offioe Users' Councll for
Scotland
Consultant, formerly Unilev€r Ltd, Member
of the Council on International Dsvelop-









studies and anlormation reports
issued durlng 1978155TH PLENARY  SESSION  OF l AND 2 FEBRUARY  1978
- 
Empfoyee Participation and Company  Structure (Green  Paper)
(Rapporteur: Mr Carroll)
- 
Conversion  Rates in Agriculture
(Rapporteur: Mr Bukman)
- 
Co0oa and Chocolate Products
(Anlending Di rective 73/241 lEECI
(ReLpporteur:  Mr Bourel)
- 














(Anrending  Directive 76/ 1 1 B/ EECI
(Rapporteur: Mr Lawton)
- 
Community  Regional Poiicy
(Rapporteur-General  : Mr Laval)





Export Refunds tor Cereals  and Rice
(Amending Regulations IEECI 2727/75  and (EEC) 1418r0)
(Rapporteur: Mr De Tavernier)
- 
Cornmon Organization  of Rice and Cereals Markets
(two proposals) (Amending  Fegulations 2727/75 and 1418hd)
(Rapporteur: Mr De Tavernier)
- 
Shuttle Services by Coacfi and Bus
(Amending  Regulation  (EEC)  516/72)
(Rapporteur: Mr Renaud)
- 
Regular and Special Regular  Services  by Coach and Bus
(Anlending Regulation (EECI  517 /72)
(Ralcporteur:  Mr Renaud)
74- 
Procedures  for the Award ot Public Works Contracts
(Amsnding Directivs of 26 July 1971)
(Rapporteur: Mr De Grave)
- 







Hops for the 1977 Harvest
(Report  and Proposal)
(Rapporteur: Mr Bernaert)
- 
Energy Policy Objeclives lor 1985 (2nd Report)
(Rapporteur: Mr Bonomi)
- 
Home Study  Courses
(Rapporteur: Miss Roberts)
- 
Export Credit Insurance Systems
(Own-initiative Opinion)
(Rapporteur: Mr Miller)
.I57TH  PLENARY  SESSION  OF 29 AND 30 MAHCH 1978
- 
Statistical Surveys of Areas under  Vines
(Rapporteur: Mr Guillaume)
- 





(Amending  Directive 76i 135/EEC)
(Rapporteur: Mr van Rens)
- 






(three proposals) (Amonding Directives 72/15slEEc' 75/2ffi/EEC and
72/160/EEC\
Drainage  Operations in the West of lreland
(Rapport€ur: Mr Laple)
- 
Products containing  Ethyl Alcohol
(Amending  the Regulation)





Stale of the Customs  Union
(Communlcation)  (own-initiative Opinion)
(Rapporteur: Mr Marvier)
- 
Education and Vocational Training for Young  Workers
(own-initiative Oplnlon)
(Rapporteur: Dr Sloman)






Replocessing of Nuolear Fuels
(Rapporteur: Slr John Peel)
- 





(Fou r supplementary  proposals)
(Rapporteur: Mr Schnieders)
- 
Consumer  Subsidy for butter
(Rapporteur: Mt Schnieders)
- 
Stocks of Crudo Oil









159TH  PLENARY SESSION OF 31 MAY AND 1 JUNE  1978
- 




Social Security Schemes for Employed Persons
(iwo proposals)
(Amending Regulation  1408/71)
(Rapporteurs: Mr Purpura and Mr Pronk)
- 





(Rapporteur: Mr van Rens)






Dangerous  Preparations (Solvents)
(Amending Directiv€  7311 73/EEC)
(Repporteur: Mr Do Gravo)
- 
Activitiss  ol State-Trading Countries in Cargo  Liner Shipping
(own-initiative Opinion)
(Rapportsur-General  : Mr Hoffmann)
- 
Marine Pollution Arising from the Carriaga ol Oil
(Amoco-Cadiz)  (Communication)
(B6pporteur-G6neral  : Mr Hoff mann)
- 
Programme  ol Work in Veterinary Matters-Protection  ot Animals
(Rapporteur: Ml Schnieders)
- 
Code of Conduct for Liner Conlerences
(Rapporteur: Mr Bos)
- 
Normalization ot the Accounts ot Railway  Undertakings
(Amonding Regulation No 1192/69)
(Rapporteur: Mr Hildg6n)
- 
Machine  Tools and Portable Grinding Machines
(Rapporteur: Mr Marvier)
- 
Electrical  Equipment  lor UsE in Explosivo  Atmosphersg
(REpporteur:  Mr Masprone)
- 






Organic Micropollutants  in Water
(Rapporteur: Sir John P€61)
7716OTH PLENARY  SESSION  OF 20--21 JUNE 1978
- 
Present  Economic  Situation
(Rapporteur: Mr Clark)
- 
Develooment  of the Social Situation in 1977
(Rapporteur: Mr Piga)
- 





(Anrending  Di rective  7 5/'l 06/ EEC)
(Rapporteur: Mr Ramaekers)
- 
Cusitoms  Procedure  Applicabie  to Stores of Vessels,  etc.
(Rapporteur: Mr Marvier)
- 
European  Social Fund in Favour of Young People
(Rapporteur: Mr Laval)
- 




(Rapporteur: Mr van Campsn)
- 
Evaluation  ot Cost ot Poliution Control
(Rapporteur: Mr van Campen)
- 
Noisie Emitted  by Compressors
(Rapporteur: Mr Marvier)
*  Mutual Assistance in the Field of Direct Taxation
(Amending  Directive 77 1799/EECI
(Rapporteur: Mr Miller)
-  VAT.-gth Directivs
(Rapporteur: Mr Peyromaure-Debord-Broca)
- 
JoinilTrade Table Wine Organization
Supplementary  Provisions  on ths Common  Organization of the Wine Market
(Amendlng  Regulation  816/70)
(Rapporteur: Mr Guillaumg)
- 
Sately in Sea Transport
(Rapporteur-General  : Mr Hoffmann)
- 
Relai:ions beiween  the Community  and Greece
(Study)
(Rapporteur: Mr De Ridder)
78161ST PLENARY  SESSION_12  AND 13 JULY 1978
- 
Liability for Delective Products
(Rapporteur: Mr De Grave)
- 








Research and Development Programme on Plutonium Recycling in Light-water
Reactors  (Amendment  lo Council Decision No 741642)
(Rapporteur: Mr Sohlitt)
- 
Protection of the Health of the General Public and Workers  against  the Dangers
of lonizing Radiation
{Amendment  to the Directive of 1 June 1976)
(Rapporteur: Mr Nielsen)
- 





*  Aid to Milk Producers in Northern lreland
(Rapporteur: Mr Wick)
- 
Seed Marketing (Am€ndmsnt  to Directives Nos 66/401/EEC,  66l4oUEEA,
ffil4as EEC, 6S/2N/EEC,  70/458/EEC  and 70/457/EEC)
(Rapporteur-General  : Mr Wiok)
- 




Relations  bstwsen the Community  and Spain  (Study)
(Rapporteur: Mr Evain)
- 
Relations  between  the Community  and Stats-Trading Countries
(Study)
(Rapporteur: Mr van Campen)
162ND  PLENARY  SESSION_17  AND 18 OCTOBER  1978
- 
Development  of an Agricultural  Advisory Service in ltaly
(Rapportsur: Mr Rainero)
- 
Aid lor Degerming Maize
(Rapporteur: Mr Masprons)- 
Common  Customs Tariff (Amendment  to Regulation No 950/68)
(Flapporteur:  Mr Marvier)
TTat.;ff Treatment Applicable to Goods contained in Travellers' Personal
Luggage  (Amendment  to Regulation No 1544/69)
(Rapporteur-General: Mr Marvier)
- 
Eliemption from Turnover Tax and Excise Duties on lmpons in International
Travel; Tax Relief on the lmport of Goods in Small Consignments  ot a
Non-Commsrcial Nature (Three Proposals)  (Amendments  to oir€ctive No
69/169/EEC and Directive No 74I651/EEC)
(Rapporteur-Genaral  : Mr Marvier)
- 
Abolilion of Postal Charges lor the Presentation to Customs  of Goods Relieved
of lnternal Taxes  Payable at lmportation
(Amendment  to earlier Directive)
(Rapporteur-General:  Mr Marvier)
- 
Maintenance  of Standards  on Merchant Ships
(Rapporteur-Gensral: Mr Henning)
- 
Community  Quota for the Carriage  ot Goods by Road
(Arrendment  to Regulation  (EEC) 3164/76)
(Rapporteur-Genoral  : Mr Renaud)
163RD PLENARY  SESSION-2g AND 30 NOVEMBER  1978
- 
European  Monetary  System
(Rapporteur: Mr Charpanlie)
- 
Anrnual Reoori on the Economic  Situation-1g78
(Rapporteur: Mr Goris)
'  - 
Prc'teotion of Employees  in th€ Evont ol the Insolvency  of thsir Employer
(Ro,pporteur: Mr Muhr)
- 
Ganeralized  Tariff Preference  Scheme for 1979
(Rapporteur: Mr Cremer)
- 
Common Rules tor Certain  Types of Combined  Road/Rail  Carriage ot Goods
(Amendment  to Dirsctive No 75|130/EEC)
(Rapporteur: Mr Renaud)
- 
Pr€servatives  Aulhorized for Us6 in Foodstuffs
(14the  Amendmonl  to Directive No 64/54IEEC)
(Rapporteur: Mr De Grave)
- 
Second  R & D ProgrammF-Medical and Public Health Research
(Five Multlannual Concert€d ProJects)
(Rapporteufi Mrs HBuser)
80- 
Action Programme  1979-1985  tor the Progressivo Establlshment of Balance on
ths Market in Wine (Communication)
(Bapporteur-General  : Mr Guillaume)
- 
Health Problems  Affecting  Intra-Community  Trade in Fresh Meal
(Amendment  to Directivs No 64/,,ltl3/EEC)
(Rapporteur: Mr Jakobsen)
-  Common Customs Tariff-Materials  for the Blind and Other Handicapped
Persons  (Draft Regulation)
(RaPportour:  Mr Marvier)
- 
Common Customs Tariff-Educatlonal,  Scientific and Cultural Materials
(Amendment  to Regulation (EEC) No 1798fi5)
(Rapport6ur: Mr Marvier)
- 
Programme  on the Decommissioning of Nuclear Power  Plants
(Rapporteur: Mr Frledriohs)
- 
Salety of Thermal Water Reactors  (Research  Programme)
(Rapporteuri Mr Bonety)
- 
Standardization of Forms*,nternational  Goods Transport  by Road (Resolulion
No 119 (revised)
(Rapporteui:  Mr Renaud)
- 




Fruit Juice and Certain Similar Products
(Amendment  to Directive No 75f26lEEC)
(Rapporteur: Mr De Grave)
- 
GreEk  Application  lor Membership  of the Communily
(Ownlnltlalive Opinion)
(Rapporteur-Goneral; Mr De Ridd€4
'  164TH  PLENARY SESSION OF 19 AND 20 DECEMBER 1978
- 




Community  action in the cultural  sector
(Communlcation  from th€ Commiselon  to the Councll)
(Rapporteur: Mr Roseingrave)
- 
Industrial Restructurlng and Convarslon Opotations
(Rapportour: Mr Evain)
81- 
Health  protection of the general public and workers against the dangers  of
ionizing radiation
(amending  of directive)
(Rap,porteur: Mr Nielsen  P.)




Towing hooks and reverse on wheeled agricultural  or forestry tractors
(Rapporteur: Mr Masprone)
- 
Lamps for wheeled agricultural or forestry tractors
(Rapporteur: Mr Masprone)
- 
Brucellosis and luberculosis  in cattle-ltaly
(Rapporteur: Mr Bukman)
- 
Derogations granted to Denmark,  lreland and the United Kingdom on
Brucellosis, tuberculosis and swine feer
(Rapporteur: Mr Bukman)
- 
Research  and development  in the environmental field
(indirect action)  (review of the sscond multiannual  R&D programmo adopted
by Decision No 76/311/EEC)
(Rapporteur: Mrs Heuser)
- 
R & D in the lield ol reference materials and methods and of applied  melrology
(non.nuclsar  indirect action) (1979-1982)
(decision adopting an R&D programme)
(Rapporleur: Mr von der Decken)
- 
Multiannual research  programme in the field of climatology
(indirect aclion-1  979-1 983)
(Rapporteur: Mrs Clark)
- 
Recycling  ot urban and industrial waste (secondary  raw materials) (indirect
action-1979-1983)
(Rapporteur: Mr Nielsen P.)
- 
Marketing of straight leedingstuffs
(Amendments  to Directive No 2710.1/EEC)
(Rapteorteur: Mr Paggi)
82Annex C
Oplnions drawn up by lhe
Economic  and Social Committee
on lts own initiative
(1973-1978)- 
Multilateral  GATT Negotiations  May 1973
(Rapporteur: Mr de Procigout)
- 
lndu,strial and technological  policy programme  November  1973
(Rapporteur: Mr Kley)
- 
Progress  adrieved in the lirst stage of economic and  December 1973
mon'ltary union and measures to be taken in the second
stage
- 
Commission  memorandum on the improvement  ol the  February 1974
common  agricullural  policy
{Rapporteur: Mr Bourel)
- 
Agricultural  aspects  of the GATT negotiations  February 1974
(Rapporteur: Mr Romer)
- 
Role of the ESC in the institutional machinerv  of the  March 1974
Communities
(Rapporteur: Mr de Bruyn)
- 
Employment  and the changed  situalion in the EEC  May 1974
(Rapporteur: Mr Debunne)
- 
EEC negotiations with African States, the East Indies and  June 1974
the countries of the Pacific
(Rap.corteur:  Mr Bodart)
- 
Situation in the EEC  Julv 1974
(Raptcorteur: Mr ds Bruyn)
- 
Ener{ly for Europe-research  and development  January 1975
(Rapporteur: Mr Schlitt)
- 
EEC Mediterranean policy  January 1975
(Rapporteur: Mrs Baduel  Glorioso)
- 
Developing  counlries and the GATT negotiations  January 1975
(RapPorteur:  Mr Romer)
- 
EEC data-procossing policy  Aprit 1975
(Rapporteu  r: Mr de Ferranti)
- 
Education in the EEC  Aprll 1975
(Rapporteur: Dr Sloman)
- 
European union  July 1975
(Rapporteur: Mr de Bruyn)
- 
Te lec om mun ications  Seotembe  tgTs
(Rapporteur: Mr Roseing rave)
- 




Unemployment  in the EEC  February  1976
(Rapporteur-General  : Mr Basnett)
- 
Bagional d6velopment in the Community  in 197$-n and  March 1976
establishment oi an EEC regional policy
(Rapporteur: Mr Maher)
- 
Coordlnalion  of national employment policy instrumenls March 1976
(Rapporteur: Mr Laval)
- 
Posslbilities of devaloping advanced technology sectors May 1976
in the EEC through a policy of libEralizing  public pur'
chasing
(Rapporteur: Mr de Ferranti)
- 
Soecific msasures to relieve  unemployment among the  November  1976




The Common  Agricultural  Pollcy in the lnternational January'1977
Context (Possible Consequences  and lmprovsments)
(Rapporteur-General  : Mr Berns)
- 
How Regional Development helps solve Unemploym€nt  March 1977
and lntlation by Making  for a Mors Balanced  Distribution
of the Working Population
(Rapporteur: Mr Bornard)
-  The GATT Multilateral Trade Negotiations (Additional April 1977
own-initiative  Opinion)
(Rapporteur: Mr Evain)
-  The lmolementation and Development of the Com-  May 1977








Direct Cooporation  between the Bodies  Designated by  June 1977
Member  States to Verily Compliance  with Community
and National Provisions in the Wine Secior
(Rapporteur: Mr Guillaume)
- 
lndustrial Change  and Employment-A Revlew of the  September  1977
Community's lndustrial  Policy and Future Prospects
(Rapporteur: Mr Carstens)
- 




Small-  and Medium-Sized Enterprises in the Community  November  1977
Context
(Rapporteur: Mr Kolbenschlag)
85-  Transport Problems in Relations with Eastern Bloc  November  1977
Countries
(Additional own-initiative Opinion)
(Raplcorteur:  Mr Hennig)
- 
Communication on the Amendment of the Common Or-  December 1977
ganzation  of the Market in Beef and Veal. Report on the
Merils of Premiums and lntervention Measures in the
Beef and Veal Sector
(Rapporteur: Mr Schnieders)
- 
Community  Regional  Policy Guidelines  January 1979
(Rapporteur: Mr Laval)
- 
Comrnon Principles to be Adopted in Export Credit Insur-  February/March
ance System for Medium  and Long-Term Transactions  1978
with Public and Private  Buyers
(Rapporteur: Mr Miller)
- 
Report on Starch Products  in the Community and the  February/March
Starch Production Refund  1978
(Rapporteur: Mr Masprone)
- 




Education and Vocational Training for young Workers  End March j97g
(Rapporteur: Mr Sloman)
- 
Part-'fime Work  Mav 1978
(Rapporteur: Mr van Rens)
- 
Draft Council Decision on the Activities of Certain State-  Mav lgTg
Tradjlg Countries in Cargo Liner Shipping
(Rapporteur-General  : Mr Hoffmann)
- 
Comrnunity  Stand in the Face of International Monetary June 1979
Disor,ler
(FlapF orteur: Mr Charpentie)
- 
Progress  Made in lmplementing the Lome Convention in  Juty 1978
view of the Opening of Negotiations for a New Conven-
tion
(RapForteur  Mr Soulat)
- 








Gree!: Application  tor Membership of the European November  197g
Comnrunity
(Rapporteu  rGeneral: Mr De Ridder)
86Annex D
Tables indicallng  the exlent
to whlch opinions led lo Proposals
belng amended
These tables, which cover more than the year under review,
update the follow-up given to the Committee Opinions'
ln view of the fact that there is a certain timelag
between  the adoption of an Opinion and the Council decision'
the pr€sent tables are meant to complete the Committee's
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